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Budding journalists
continue to grow
at Murray Elementary
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t isn't often second grade students get a chance to interview
college basketball players and- local teachers and officials,
much less take photos and build a newspaper.
In Thenia Gibson's class at Murral Elementary, however, it is
all in two week's work.
Under the assistance of student teacher Katie Clark from
Murray State University, Gibson and her students recently corn-'
pleted a two-week journalism unit centered around the basics of
non-fiction writing and the process of collecting data in the news
format.
Inspired by previous student teacti2ts and their ideas, Clark
said she immediately loved the idea of doing a class newspaper
and set to work with Gibson putting the unit together.
"I was looking for a unit that would be fun and engaging for
the students," Clark said. "It was something besides just reading
a book and doing a project."
Using examples of local newspapers,- including the Murray
Ledger & Times, Clark said the students spent a considerable
amount of time sifting through copy to learn about capturing an
audience, paying attention to detail in photos and the process of
designing a finished product.
.
, -They were all so excited what their finished product would
be," she said.
, ,.
,
Looking to improve student's reading abilities and build a
stronger foundation for later learning. Gibson said closing the
gap between now and future years of ACT preparation and college-level assignments started with reading the newspaper.
Getting the children on board with the project was the easiest
part, she said, as students took to their strengths in order to complete blogs and build a uniquely designed newsletter after compiling interviews and pictures.
--This is the kind of learning they crave," Gibson said. "We
partnered them up based on an interest inventory, and it actually
worked. We knew we had some artists in the bunch and knew
comics would be perfect for them. They all had to write in some
way, that was not an option."

I

Rogers

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

'THE GREAT WIDE OPEN: Sugar Creek in northeastern Calloway County runs beneath a
gap left after bridge on Faxon Road was removed Tuesday morning. The removal came
after the bridge — located nearly halfway between Ky. 94 and Ky. 1346 — was deemed
unsafe for travel. This area will remain closed for the next three to four months as the road
is adjusted.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Counties
could abolish their constable offices under a
bill that cleared a House panel on Tuesday.
The proposal, which state lawmakers have
been trying to pass in various forms for
years, was approved by the House
Committee on Elections, Constitutional
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Murray Elementary School teacher Thenia Gibson and her
students create hats from newspapers to wear in the classroom. Having recently completed a journalism unit discussing inverted-pyramid style, interviewing and blogging,
Gibson and her students feel they are more prepared for
non-fiction writing.
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Daly Forecast
The Associated Press
Wednesday: Cloudy with a
40 percent chance of light
rain. Highs in the lower 40s.
West winds 10 to 20 mph.
Wednesday night: Mostly
cloudy. A slight chance of light

Murray
II Calloway County's
Nemetesse Newspaper
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Amendments
Intergovernmental
and
Affairs. The bill will now proceed to the full
House for consideration.
The measure would amend Kentucky's
constitution, which established the constable position in 1850. Constables are elected
and have the same law enforcement powers
as sheriffs. But the office lacks any training
requirements, leading sqme constables to
abuse their law enforcement powers, sup-

porters of the bill said.
"I'm not here to say all constables are bad
or not following the law," said Rep. Adam
Koenig, R-Erlanger, the bill's sponsor. "But
there have been plenty of incidences where
that has been the case.%
in Kenton County, part of which Koenig
represents, a constable °served time for

II See Page 3A

ffingling Bros,
ambassadors
slated to visit
Murray Friday

rain and light snow in the
evening: Then a slight chance
of light snow after midnight.
Lows in the lower 30s. Chance
of precipitat'on 20 percent.
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of light snow.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Thursday night: Mostly
cloudy. Lows around 30.
Friday: Mostly cloudy. Highs
around 40.
Friday night: Mostly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 20s.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy.
Highs around 40.
Saturday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Sunday: Partly cloudy.
Highs in the lower 406.

The Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Ambassadors
of Laughter will appear at
Murray State University's
CFSB Center Friday and
Saturday during the KHSAA
Basketball
1st
Region
Tournament.
Publicist Milan Kaplan said
Ambassadors of Laughter
clowns David and Cherie
Gregg would be visiting several sites in Murray. Paducah and
the surrounding area this week.
Ambassadors of Laughter visits
cities across the nation provid-
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

SEWER WORK: Murray Water System employees use a light and camera in an attempt to
locate a lateral sewer line on South Fourth Street tuesday.

•See Page 3A
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In the midst of another round
of less-than-stellar monthly
numbers presented Tuesday,
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital CEO Jerry Penner did
What he could to offer reassurance to a clearly frustrated
MCCH Finance Committee.
"It's not like this just at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital," Penner said, using
graphics showing trends for the
area and state of Kentucky in
general to emphasize his point.
"It is what it is."
In other words, the numbers
Hospital Chief Financial
Officer Vicki Parks brought
forth in her financial report for
January are probably on par:

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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'U See Page 3A

MCCH committee
hears CEO Penner's
views on finances

By BEN FINLEY
Associated Press
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pasiage of S.B.
stliaol graduates with
.-sppt
.iat reeds may now request
• an alternative high school.diploma from their local .board of
education.
The Kentucky Board of

said it was difficult for graduates to find employment without
a proper diploma or GED.
"This will right a wrong for
those 'special needs students
who completed the courss work
prescribed for them but who
received a certificate of attain-

Panel OKs bill to let counties end constable posts

1nly

delivery
7lles

Through sthe

Education approved a change in
704 KAR 3:305, which now
allows scho61
—TriOir-ds to accordingly grant "diplomas retroactively.
Previously, students with disabilities were awarded certificates of attainment upon finishing high school, but Sen.-Dennis
Parrett (D-Elizabethtown), who
sponsored the bill in the Senate,

•See Page 3k
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Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
filiTA
Independent
Insurance Agent
Limey Sutter

713-1842
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'forty Butler

Auto Club PrOperty-C•OuSely insurance Co

Please support the
United Way of Murray-Calloway Court'
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5 Piece Set
Retail Value

Vaughan king Size Bed,
Dresser & Mirror Chest

Including Cocktail Ottoman

Sales Price

3099 S4095
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Price
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Lane Press
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II Award diplomas...
From Front
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ment and not a diploma," Parrett
said. "This is important not just
as a morale booster, but also
because it opens doors for these
students. Having a diploma
should make it easier for them
to advance in job opportunities
and continue their education."
Superintendent Kennith Bargo
of the Calloway County Schools
said the Board of Education is
currently working on plans to
award the new alternativo.diplomas to students who were ineligible during their years in the
Calloway school system'.'
"Calloway County Schools
will take advantage of the
opportunity to award an alternative diploma to students with
significant cognitive disabilities
who meet the criteria for this
program," Bargo said. "Our students enrolled in our alternative
education programs •like Laker
Pride, Alternative Education
Center and Day Treatment
Center vy,41,1 continue to receive
standard diplomas upon completion of their required cOursework."
Murray Independent School
District -Superintendent Bob
Rogers says he sees good and
bad points to a policy .that
allows for high school graduates
with special needs to request an
alternative diploma.
"If it will allow students who
were not able to get their diploma in the past to now be able to
receive that to recognize their
work, then that's a good thing,"
Rogers said. "The proble is‘
that's not going to allow y u to
count them as part 'of you overall graduation rate."

Eventually, 'Rogers said it
could prove problematic fur districts during a time they are
being held more and more
accountable.
Federal programs like No
Child Left Behind, established
by President George W. Bush,
and Race to the Top that current
President Barack Obama has
backed, as well as the current
Unbridled
Learning
the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education runs all account for
"gaps," which includes, performance of srecial-needs students.
Under
United
States
Education Department guidelines, whi0-frire applied in
Kentucky, s's'a regular high
school diploma means the standard high school diploma
awarded to students in a state
that is fully aligned with the
state's academic content standards and does not include a
GED credential, certificate of
attendance or any alternative
award."
. "If you've got students that
have done everything they can
do,:that have put in all of the
hard work rewired, they should
Re awarded accordingly,"
Rogers said, bristling at the idea
that a student under.this guideline is not counted for the grad
rate. "They're basically treated
as high school dropouts, which
isn't fair."
The Associated Piess also
contributed to this story.

•MCCH committee...
From Front
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with most other medical facilities these days, below budgeted
expectations.
Most areas were again down
in January, but particularly troubling to the committee was the
number of acute patient days,
which were down 112 in a
month that is supposed to be
strong for hospitals. That left
MCCH at a variance of 20.5
percent below budget for the
2013 year so far, which is even
below last year's 12.2 percent at
the same point last.year. For
total patient days, MCCH is
16.45 percent under as well for
the year.
Laboratory procedures were
more than 1,600 below budget,
leaving that area 6.32 percent
below for the year, and all radiology divisions are also down.
One bright spot is that resident
days at Spring Creek Health
Care, which MCCH owns, went
up by 73 in fanuary. Also, surgeries, in spite of several doctors not being available at times
during the month, was only off
33 procedures, allowing it to
stay on the positive side at .47
'percent for the year.
Still, those positives did ,little
to lighten the mood, though
Penner's information seemed to
put things into perspective of
the difficult road hospitals are
facing these days. He showed
graphics of recorded patient
stays from January 2010
through September 2012 for

Cancer support group
drops Minnie Pearl ties
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)
A Nashville-based cancer
information organization is
dropping its ties to country
COrtliC Sarah Cannon's character Minnie Pearl.
What had been the Minnie
Pearl Cancer Foundation.
became PearlPoint Cancer
Support on Tuesday, according
to The Tennessean. Also gone
is the flowered hat with the
dangling price tag that was part
of the group's logo.
PearlPoint CEO Susan Earl
klosbach said name recognition
of the character wasn't strong
with younger people, but the
major issue was who was a cancer survivor. The real person.
Cannon. beat the disease. It was
never part of the Minnie Pearl
character.
Cannon survived breast cancer. She dieain 1996,five years
'after retiring because of a
stroke.

hospitals in the Jackson
Purchase and Pennyrile regions,
as well as the entire commonwealth. They all showed the
same-thing, major drops in volume, although length of stay for
patients actually seemed to
show an uptick in„.,die final
months of those figures for the
state.
,
"That is because people are
sicker when they're being
admitted," Penner said, noting
that insurance companies are
diotating when a patient can
seek
hospital _ treatment.
."They're now saying that a person is not sick enough so they
have to wait.
"Plus people don't have the
disposable income like they
used to have to have procedures
done. Its just the environment
we're in right now. All places
are just facing tremendous pressures right now."
This is coming at a time
MCCH is missing nearly $3
million in MCO reimbursements.
"What it comes down to is that
we're not getting paid and the
patients are not getting the care
they need," Parks said.
More discussions of the financial situation of the hospital is
almost certain to be part of
today's monthly meeting of the
Board of Trustees.

Kentucky are legislatively mandated to receive 84() hours of
4 basic training and an additional
From Front
40 hours of training each year.
impersonating a police officer in Zero hours of instructio—
n are
2008. And in 2011, a constable
required for constables.
in Jefferson County shot a
Representatives from the
woman he suspected of shopliftKentucky,
Constable
ing at a Wittman. The constable,
David Whitlock, pleaded guilty Association did not testify at the
to assault under extreme emo- hearing.- But the organization
tional disturbance and entered a
has oPPOsed previous legislative
diversion program in lieu of a
efforts
to abolish the office,
five-year prison sentence.
pushing
for more training
A 2012 state report commissioned by the Kentucky Justice instead.
and Public Safety Cabinet said
Bizzack said training for conthe
office
is
outdated.
stables could cost the state milConstables contribute onefourth of 1 percent of law - -lions of flollars and require
enforcement activity in the Kentucky to'retool' its law
state, the report: said. In some enforcement training' program
counties, constables serve war- to accommodate the duties of
rants and (Volittle else — but
the state's 500-plus constables.
they still have arrest powers.
The 2012 report form the
"(Constables) are part-time.
Justice
and Public Safety
They have other jobs," John
Bizzack, commissioner of the Cabinet found that 16 states
Criminal Justice Department of have already abolished their
Training, testified. "The posiconstable offices. Several,other
tion of constable has been
referred to as a hobby because it states have passed laws that
limit the office's enforcement
is part-time."
Bizzack said police officers in powers.

.,Constable

•Journalists; MES...
leM solving.

From Front
Of course, many of the students liked different parts of the
process - some enjoyed inter,
viewing, others liked photography and design.
As the unit progressed, students learned about newer journalism practices such as blogging and skyping, generating
web content and video in order
to create and experience a more
visual aspect of newsgathering.
'We had kids blogging at 6
a.m. telling the class they
wouldn't be at school because
they had the flu," Gibson said.
."They were blogging and Corn-.
menting at home with each
other (with written permission
from their parents), and it was
fantastic."
Over the course of two weeks,
Gibson said she had students
taking the reins and coaching
others on how to complete
assignments,just another step in
the process of becoming a
thinker and creating a team philosophy of learning and prob-

County Public Library at 555
Washington St. in Paducah,
where they are expected to read
From Front
with more than 25 children, the
ing free programs such as release said.
FRANKFORT:4"Ky: (AP) ,Reading with Ringling, Science
Kaplan said the public appearLawmakers won't pursue a 6 perof the Circus and CircusFit to ances by the Ambassadors of cent tax on lottery tickets as a
elementary schools, daycares, Laughter help to build awaresource of revenue to shore up
pediatric units, libraries and ness for the upcoming performKentucky's financially troubled
children's organizations.
ances of Ringling Bros. and
pension system for government
The Ambassadors of Laughter Barnum & Bailey Presents
retirees,
will be at the CFSB Center start- Fully Charged, Gold Edition, as
House Speaker Greg Stumbo said
ing at 7:3# p.m. Friday and well as bringing.free educationthat idea was rejected out of constarting at 6 p.m. Saturday. They al programs to kids and bringing
cern that a tax might stifle sales of
will be "cheering along with a little of the circus to those who -lottery tickets that generate money
guests, signing autographs,
might not otherwise be able to for educatiop programs in
smiling for pictures with
Kentucky. •
attend the performances.
children of all ages and providInstead, Stumbo said lawmakers
Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
ing tummy tickling laughter to
were
expected to unveil legislation
Bailey Presents Fully Charged,
little ones" while rooting on the
on
Tuesday
that will call for the lotGold Edition comes to the
local teams, a press release said.
tery to.create new games, including
Also
on
Friday,
the CFSB Center April 4-7. For
Keno, that he said could generate
Ambassadors of Laughter will tickets, visit the CFSB Center about $25 million for the pension
office,
make appearances at the Trigg box ,..
system.
and McCracken county public www.ticketmaster.com or call
He said the legislation would also
libraries. At 10 a.m., they will 1-800-745-3000. Performances
call for tax revenue from slot-like
be at the John L. Street Library will be at the following times:
machines, called Instant Racing
•7 p.m. Thursday, April 4
at 244 Main St. in Cadiz to promachines, at horse tracks to be desmote literacy with an interactive. •7 p.m. Friday, April 5
ignated for pensions. He said that
• 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. Saturday, could eventually net $100 million a
story reading to more than 40
school-aged children. At 4 p.m., April 6
year for pensions.
they will be at the McCracken
• I p.m. Sunday. April 7
In Kentucky, actual slots are
•

MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — A
new club being opened on
Memphis' famous Beale Street
will bear rocker Jerry Lee
Lewis' nameThe
According
to
Commercial Appeal, Jerry Lee
Lewis' Cafe and Honky Tonk is
scheduled to,open May I.
Lewis' manager J.W. Whitten
said the _legendary singer will
appear "time to time,: but said
the man known. as "the killer"
won't be down there every
Saturclo night.
Club manager Bud Chittom
said there will be live rock 'n'
roll and a menu that features
Southern fockls.

In the end, however, she s• aid:.
she hoped students remembered
the experienced vividly later in
life, perhaps as a pivot point to
the next goal in personal learning and enrichment.

learning experiences you had in 2
:
school, they probably didn't -7,
come while you were memorizing vocabulary words, but rather
when you were pursuing some-::
thing that etkcited you," she said.
"Whether it was a science project destined to change the world
or an interview with a home•
town college basketball player,.-••
it is important that we don't sac--;
rifice this kind of learning in

automated direct mail

1410 N 12m ST Sit G • MURRAY KY 42071• 753-8887

V:

Next up for the class is the
conducting

of

experiments.'

regarding the phases of matter.

banned, but two horse tracks have installed the Instant Racing:
machines that allow people to
wager on the outcomes of past
horse races. That spawned a legal
challenge that is now pending
before the Kentucky Supreme ,
Cowl.
Senate leaders contend that the:
Legislature needs to wait for the ;
Supreme Court's ruling before des- .
ignating Instant Racing revenue as.
a pension fix.
"If it is upheld, the money will be
captured in a trust fund and used,",
Stumbo said. "I think the court:
decision is going to uphold Instant
Racing:*
Kentucky's pension system has a
$33 billion unfunded liability.
Despite a tight budget, lawmakers
have been trying to identify a rev- ,
enue source that would allow them.
to make the state's required contribution. They've been floating a
variety of potential funding sources
in recent weeks, though most have:
been shot down.

Tkivtk...Purchase Rewards
Turn Everyday
Purchases into Cash.
Use Your
FNB Debit Card!

• The Murry CVB board
will meet Wednesday, Feb.
27, at 4:30 p.m. 4 the CVB
office.-
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"If you think back to powerful

Tax on lottery sales no longefi"4
being considered in Kentucky

•Ringling...

Beale Street club to bear
Jerry Lee Lewis' name
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Click
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the editor:
The Daughters ,of the American Revolution is a patriotic
Organization that has long embodied the preservation of our
heritage. We feel compelled to voice an opinion when it
seems that part of our country's or state's/township's heritage is on the cusp of destruction.
The campus of Murray State University is fortunate in
that it still retains much of its history in buildinAs such as
Oakhurst, Pogue Library, Wells Hall, Lovett Kaditorium,
West Kentucky-Wrather Museum, and Ordway Hall. These
examples of architecture are lessons in history, visual reminders
.of the earliest years of Murray College, and structures that
lend charm and character to the campus. If properly maintained, they can- serveA the students, faculty, and staff for
years to come.
Please note that the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter in
Murray, Ky., was initiated by ladies whose last names were
Swann, Woods: Doyle, Blackburn, Hester, Hart. Buildings
On the campus of Murray,. State University bear these names
(or did so at one time). We ask you to consider preserving
Ordway Hall, one of the oldest buildings on campus, one
of architectural importance, and a brick edifice that has long
been a "mainstay" at the center of the campus of our university.

21.11111111111111111111111111

WE WORE OUT THIS
BUTTON WITH
THE FISCAL mut

Johns

IN OTHER WORDS

On immigration legislation
fect sefte and levels the playDaily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
ing field.
Many teenagers and young
We must remember that
adults who immigrate to our many of these immigrants and
country face obstacles upon refugees are coming here from
.arriving here. Third World countries, where
Some have trouble assim- many aren't well educated.
ilating. whether it be the lanSome arriving here may
guage barriers, finding hous- enroll in our schools later in
ing or simply adjusting tt:N! their youth, compared to the
new -culture.
average age of an American
It must be very trying for high school student. Extendthem and at times overwhelm- ing the age that they could
ing, but help might be on the stay in school would give
way in the form of a bill them an extra edge that many
pending in the Kentucky Genof them might need for comeral Assembly.
pleting their high school eduHouse Bill 131, which is
cation.
sponsored by state Rep. Jody
Another problem is the lan-Richards, D-Bowling Green,
guage barrier. In a perfect
would allow refugees and legal
world, it would be better if
immigrants to stay in high
more of these immigrants and
school longer. It would allow
them to stay in school until refugees spoke English before
age 23 and allow schools to they came to the U.S., but
receive state funding for those that's simply not always the
case. Many of those coming
stu4nts.
The bill is co-sponsored here don't speak English, so
by state Rep. Jim DeCesare, they are already at a disadR-Bowling Green, and state vantage of having to learn
the language while also tryRep. Wilson, D-Scottsville.
Schools currently stop ing to learn the curriculum.
This furthers the argument
receiving state funding for a
student at age 21 and are not that these students need more
required to keep them enrolled time.
We back House Bill 131
past that point, though excep100 per-cent and urge As pastions are sometimes made.
House Bill 131 makes per- sage in the Senate.
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial 'opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Respectfully submitted,
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Daughters of the American Revolution
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering.an bpinion about an issue
of•importance.

Caren'

Bring back the new again .
I take comfort in the statement by the writer George
Eliot that "it is never too late
to be what you might have
been." For I think back on my
youthful; pre-heart surgery self.
to a young man of deep faith,
a Sunday School teacher and
deacon, who thought seriously at one time of pursuing a
ministerial calling rather than
a career in academe. The son
of two Baptist saints, the like
of which are hard to find in
this postmodern world of constant sorrow, I was reared the
old way. I refused to place a
lelser book on top of Holy
Scripture. I participated in Bible
drills. I memorized Bible verses in a contest at school led
by my seventh-grade teacher.
And I was reprimanded by my
mother and father for having
gone into the poolroom three
doors down from our family
drugstore on the main drag
(Highway 41-A) in Dixon, Ky.
And to be an athlete again.
Is it "never too late to be what
you might have been?" When
in the.summer before my sixthgrade year, my friend Duane
Clark taught me how to play
baSketball, and then for the
next ten years I literally never

quit playing. Every waking
hour. I played or was Caught
up in dreams of playing in
high school andithen in college. I want to feel again the
sweet,sweet exhaustion of playing basketball for twelve hours
on a summer day, taking only
short breaks for water and
lunch. Or that one snowy Sunday after church, when I cleared
the outdoor court of snow and
then tore apart a refrigerator
box of cardboard to try to get
even better fooling, so as not
to limit any time away from
my individual drills. Several
years later, Steve Duncan and
I broke into the Webster County gymnasium to play there
during Christmas break. When
the principal found us, he saw
who we were and simply turned
and walked away. At Webster
County High School, I threw
up before almost every game.
I might have been so much
better if I had loosened up
and merely enjoyed a game
that I loved so. much.
And then at Belmont University. I finally made it to a
college that I learned to love
and still love today. I started
only a handful of games, but
I learned life lessons that served

me so well
Kentucky. When I began teachfor so long.
ing in colleges and at Murray
The
year
State University, I tried to be,
i
after I gradan energetic scholar, full of
uated
vigor, full of promise, and f),,
played on a
of the hopes and dreams of
missionary
any youthful faculty member
basketball
at the beginning of a career
team, Sports
in higher education. I wanted
Ambasto teach well. I Wanted to write
sadors,in the
books. Good books. I wanted
Home
and
Philippines.
Away
to make, a difference. Now,
an experiBy James
twenty-five years later, that is
ence that has Duane Bolin
the person that I want to-become
stayed with. Ledger & Times
again, even at this stage in
me through
Columnist
my academic career.
the years Of
Bring back he new again,
course, then I was young and
thought I could do anything. I say. Oh. I am not scared to
grow old. I just .want to regain
Anything at all.
I married the love of my the urgency and expectancy of
life, and Evelyn and I had those youthful years when I had,
Wesley and Cammie Jo, two as C. S. Lewis put it, "all my
perfect children. Of course, I road before me." Perhaps, I
am biased and know my wife just want to "live the life I'm
and son and daughter are not given." In "Carpenter," the
perfect. They just seem per- Avett Brothers have written
fect to me. As for me, I always one , of the best lines in recent
fell far short of the mark, but songwriting: "If I live the life
they loved me anyway. Is it I'm given, I won't be scared
really "never too late to be to die."
what you might have been?"
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Before and after teaching and Department of History at Murcoaching in the public schools, ray State University. Contact
I attended graduate school at
Duane
at
Baylor and the University of
JBolin@murraystate.edu

2013 festival filled with temptation
They've been accused of am, University of Texas at academic
"blowing the cobwebs out of Austin. On March 7 at 3:30 expertise
Elizabethan drama," and mak- p.m., Dr. Josh Adair of MSU's and passion
ing "poetry come alive," and Department of English and Phi- for Shakeaudiences in western Kentucky losophy facilitates a Gender speare have
can decide for themselves if and Diversity Studies Round- been recogthe American Shakespeare Cen- table focused on "Twelfth nized
and
ter (ASC) is guilty as charged. Night.- Both presentations are endorsed by
the Folger
When the company arrives for in Faculty Hall, Room 208.
A workshop on stage com- Shakespeare
the Murray State University
2013 Shakespeare Festival, bat and fearsome demonstra- Library —
been Main Street
March 6- 8, the region is in tiOns of fencing duels happens has
for a roller-coaster of a dra- on Friday., March 8, Faculty partnering By Constance
with teachAlexander
matic ride, with public per- Hall Room 208.
In the run-up to the festi- ers
from Ledger & Times
formances of the Bard's rolColumnist
licking "Twelfth Night," and val this week, there is a screen- Murray MidJohn Webster's dark tapestry ing of Shakespeare's "Cori- dle School in
to
of domestic defiance, "The olanus," a Shakespeare's met- tworics workshop set to rock music, three-week units on ShakeDuchess of Malfi."
The curtain goes up on "The a flash mob, and a - Shake- speare's comedies. Earlier in the
year, Shakespeare in the
Duchess of Malfi" Thursday, spearean insult battle.
Before you raise your eye- Schools partner teachers trained
March 7 at 7 p.m. "Twelfth
.. Cobb through a grant
Night" is slated for Friday brows and sigh, wondering why with Dr
night at 7, with all play per- on earth anyone should be excit- funded by,the Murray State Uniformances in MSU's Lovett ed about a full week of Eliz- versity Office of Regional Outabethan hi-jinks, do remember reach. Students from Murray
Auditorium.
During the day Wednesday that the ASC strives to recre- Middle. Murray High, and Calthrough Friday. ASC presents ate the communal experience loway Middle, schools will
shows and workshops for mid- of Renaissance theatre, when attend this year's' festival, and
dle and high school groups audiences were rife with roy- all of the middle school stufrom the region. In addition, alty and ragamuffins. ASC dents from both schools have
an acting workshop with the prides itself on creating the studied this year's play.
Other schools slated to attend
ASC players is slated for kind of accessibility that draws
daytime performances include
Wednesday, March 6, at Mr- audiences in.
Because MSU's Shakespeare Christian, Crittenden, Marshall,
ray's Playhouse in the Park.
programming Festival is an annual event, Carlisle and Livingston CounRelated
includes a lecture on "Duchess over 1,000 kids in the region ties. St. Mary, Paducah, and
of Malfi." Wednesday, March -"are able to sustain their appre- Westview tligh School from
6, at 3:30 p.m. in Faculty Hall, ciation for Shakespeare over Martin, Tenn.. will also be in
Room 208,by Dr. Frank Whigh- time. Dr. Barbara Cobb-- whose the audience.

Dr. 'Rusty Jones, chair of
the festival and an assistant
professor in MSU's Department of English and Philosophy, delights in participation
by a range of locales and age
groups. "I am so pleased that
1,300 students from around our
region will get the chance to
see Shakespeare's most fullydeveloped comedy," he said,
adding that "Twelfth Night" is
not just a tale of mistaken
identity. but reglion, renewal,
and the wonder that comes
with love in all its forms."
American Shakespeare Center's 2013 tour is titled,"Tempt
Me Further," and anyone who
is not intrigued enough to take
advantage of the opportunity
to see a world class troupe
perform right here in Murray
is missing a chance to be entertained, educated, and enthralled
by "Twelfth Night," "Duchess
of Malfi
Many activities are free, but
tickets to the play performances at night are $10 for the
general public and $5 for students, MSU
faculty/staff.
Reserve tickets by phone at 8092397. Check out the website
at www.murraystate.edu/shakespeare.
Read Main Street online.,at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
canstancealexander@twc.com
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Obituaries
Clarence Lamar Johnson

Wednesday, February 27, 201S•SA:
number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
precOing obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
71n( s policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

Hagel chosen for defense secretary
By DONNA CASSATA
Hagel, 66, a former two-term
Associated Press
Nebraska senator and twiceWASHINGTON (AP) - A wounded Vietnam combat ve,ttrdeeply divided Senate voted on an, succeeds Defense Secretary
Tuesday to confirm Republican Leon Panetta. Nagel is expected
Chuck Hagel to be the nation's to be sworn in at the Pentagon
next defense secretary, handing on Wednesday.
President Barack Obaina's pick
Obarna welcomed the bipartithe top Pentagon job just days san Senate vote, although 41
before billions of dollars in auto- Republicans opposed his nomimatic, across-the-board budget nee, and said in a statement that
cuts hit the military..
"we will have the defense secreThe vote was 58-41, with four tary our ,nation needs and the
Republicans
joining
the leader our troops deserve." '
Democrats in backing the conThe looked past the divisions
tentious choice. Hagel's only and said he was grateful tc
GOP support came from former Hagel "for reminding us that
colleagueg Thad. Cochran of ft when it comes to our national
Mississippi, ME. Shelby of defense, we are not Democrats
'Alabama and Mike Jotianns of or Republicans, we ' are
Nebraska - . all' three had Americans, and our greatest
announced their support earlier - responsibility is the security ol
and Rand Paul of Kentucky.
the American people." .
The vote came just hours after
Republicans-had opposed theit
Republicans dropped their onetime colleague, casting him
unprecedented delay Of a as unqualified for the job, hostile
Pentagon choice and allowed the toward Israel and soft on Iran.
nomination to move forward on The objections remained'strong
a 71-27 vote.
well after the vote.

Clarence Lamar Johnson,94,of Murray, Ky., died Monday, Feb.
25, 2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Johnson was born in Grayson County, Oct. 27, 1918, to the
. late James Leonard Johnson and Lula Van Meter Johnson. Mr.
Johnson retired as a supervisor for Philip Morris Company after 34
years of service. Mr. Johnson was an Air Force veteran of World
War II and of the Korean conflict. He was a 50-year member of the
Wilhelm Masonic badge No. 720; a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ and a former member of the
Shively Christian Church ire-Louisville, there serving as an elder, deacon and trustee for the church.
Mr. Johnson was an avid fisherman and hunter, as
well as enjoying the sport of skeet shooting, while' By CLAIRE RATLIFF
belonging to the National Skeet Shooting Laughing Penguin Publicity a
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Some
Association, Jefferson County Gun Club, Henry
of
Country's biggest stars are
County Gun Club, and a member of the National
coming out to honor three music
Rifle Association.
•4 4
In addition to his parents, Mr. Johnson was pre- icons who helped shape their
Johnson
ceded in death by, font-, sisters, Irene Sandusky, careers and who- brought counEula Dunn, Virgie Williams and kosella Williams; try music to mainstream
and two brothers, Estill Johnson and Alfred Lee America. Bill Anderson, Jean
Shepard, Mandy Barnett, The
Johnson.
•
Mr. Johnson is survived by his wife, Pallie Grascals and The American
Corine Johnson, of Murray, to whom he married Three are among the celebrities
Dec. 22, 1942 in Louisville; one son, Gary L. Johnson and wife, set to perform as part of the 3Shelia, of Murray; Tale sister, Mildred Gibson and husband, day event called, Gone But Not
MarcuS, of Coal City, Ill.; two brothers, Marion Shelby Johnson Forgotten.
In March of 1963, the itiorld'
and wife, Imogene, Piney Flatis, Tenn., and James L. "Jimmy"
lost Grand Ole Opry greats
Johnson and wife, Anna, of Leitchfield; three grandchildren, Tina
ectwboy Copas, PatSy Cline and
Mullins and husband, Chad, of Murray, Crystal Holland and husHawkshaw Hawkins, along with
band,Jison, of Nashville, Tenn., and Max Johnson,of Murray; five
their pilot, Randy Hughes.
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP)
Two new nature viewing sites
AP Photo
great-grandchildren, Kennedy Mullins, Samantha Mullins and
"Patsy,
Cowboy,
and
— The Land Between The will open *this year. fhey're
Patsy Cline
Cohen Mullins, all of Murray and ubfey and Kaidyn Holland,
Hlawkshaw were at the!height of
Lakes National Recreation Area called Empire Point and Bobcat
both of Nashville, Tenn.; as well as se
I nieces and nephews.
their careers when they died."
is about to open some facilities Point.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, e
,2013,al 1 I a.m. said Mandy
.Barnett, who in Copas.
for the 2013 season.
• Land Between The Lakes
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. with John Dale, Garry Evans
Opry star, Jean Shepard, is the
addition to recording her own
Several popular visitor attrac- environmental specialist Daniii
and Jason Hart officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray
hits like, "Now That's Alright widow of Hawkshaw Hawkins. tions will open Friday including Samborski says the new sites
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held Wednesday, Feb. 27,
with Me," played Patsy Cline in She is expected to appear, along the Homeplace, Woodlands are open during daylight hours
2013,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
the highly-acclaimed musical, with her two sons'. `
Nature Station and Piney only and offer something new
Expressions of sympathy can be made to St. Jude Children's "Always, Patsy
The crash happened early on
Cline." "The
Campgrounds.
every season, such as migratory
Research Hospital, St. Jude Tribute Program,P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 50th anniversary of that
plane the morning of March 5, 1963.
The Elk & Bison Prairie songhinis from spring through
142, Memphis,TN 38101-9908. Online condolences can be made crash is the last significant mile-' Cline: Hwkim, Copas and
remains ope9 from ainwn until fall, and waterft:01 and eaglei
at wWw.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being stone their families, friends and Hughes were flying home from
dusk every day, year-round.
in the winter.
handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
fans will have to honor them. 'Kansas City,, where they had •
This is a paid obituary.
We want to make'thisa very performed at a benefit ciancert.
An investigation later deterspecial occasion for them."
Wayne Parker
"That plane crash - 50 years mined that severe weather conWayne Parker, 80, of Paducah, Ky., died Monday, Feb. 25, 2913, ago - had a huge impact on the iributed to the crash.
GATLNBURG, Tenn. (AP) • NPS said cuts could include
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
All three artists were members
people of Camden (Tenn.);" said
—
The Great Smoky Mountains closing of campgrounds and
Mr. Parker was a retired painting contractor, a Kentucky Colonel, Bill Kee, who heads up Benton of the Grand Ole Opry.
National Park is • bracing for hiking trails. Interpretive proand past president and member of the Associated General County's
Chamber
of Hawkshaw- Hawkins is perhaps automatic
federal spending cuts,. grams could also be curtailed.
Contractors. He was of Baptist faith.
Commerce and is helping organ- best known for the now-country
set
to
begin
March 1.
Born Dec. 5, 1932, in Benton, he was the son of ize the event. "Nashville is only classic, "Lonesome 7-7203."
Olsen said he could not comThe
Mountain
Press reported ment on a leaked memo that
the late Ted Parker and the late Helen York Parker. 95 miles from downtown He was married to fellow Opry.
park Superintendent Dale
He is survived by his wife, Judy(Burger)Parker, Camden. People here feel like membei Jean Shepard at
indicated parks should prepare
Ditmanson's
office directed a
of Paducah; three daughters with Anna Parker, of they lost their neighbors in the time of his' death,
to cut back spending by 5 per. The couple
Brewers, Connie Godkin,` of Versailles, JoAtin crash and we understand the sig- had one son and Jean gave birth reporter to National Park cent.
Service spokesman Jeffrey
Gamble and husband, James "Bub" of Versailles nificance of these artists to the to their second son, Harold
The.cuts — called sequestraOlson in Washington, D.C.
and Ja,n, Ping and husband, Terry, of Benton; history of American music."
"Hawkshaw" Hawkins Jr., one Olsen provided a prepared state- tion— would kick in if the
three stepchildren, Ty Burger, of Hardin, Lisa
Gone But No Forgotten is a month after the crash. Shepard
ment that said visitors to all president and Congress can't
Burger, of Paducah and Jo Amber Barnes, of three-day event that kicks off will be - part of the celebrity
national parks should be pre- agree on a spending plan.
Reidland; fourA grandchildren, David Gish, of Thursday, Feb. 28, in Camden, panel, discussing the lives and
Parker
The Smokies is the most-visitpared for reduced hours and
Vietnam, Patrick Godkin, of Thousand Oaks, Tenn. and runs through careers of her late husband, and
fewer services.
ed of the nation's parks.
Calif., Dylan Bragg, of Benton and Erooklyn Gamble, of Saturday; March 2. In addition the others Who died with hi .
Lexington;and four stepgrandchildren:Stephen Burger, of Murray, to star-studded performances
Cowboy Clines is revere for
Matthew Barnes, of Reidland, Alli Burger, of Hardin and Tyler each night, it will also feature a hits like "Alabani,
weet
Burger, of Benton.
museum-quality exhibit of his- to Be Remembered," and "I'm
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris, Toro
Graveside funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Thursday;Feb. torical artifacts, a celebrity Waltzing with Tears in My
Good thru March 15, 2013
.28, 2013, at New Zion Cemetery with the Rev. Rodney Wallace panel that will reminisce about Eyes."
officiating. Interment will follow. Visitation will be held from 10 the lives and careers of Cline,
Patsy Cline's more cosmopola.m. to, 1:30 p.m. on Thursday at Collier Funeral Home. Hawkins, and Copas, and a can- itan sound brought her hits like
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home,-Benton. dlelight vigil to honor the mem- "Crazy." "Walking
After
ory of the four souls lost that Midnight," and "I Fall to
Clean Air Filter
All For Only
Pieces.," She is also a member
Barbara Todd.
tragic day in 1963. ,
Check Firing
The event, will also honor of the Country Music Hall of
Funeral services for Barbara Todd, 68, of Murray, Ky., will be
Check & Adjust Carburetor
$5995
Sharpen Blade
held at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Feb. 23; 2013, at Blalock-Coleman & Randy Hughes, the fourth per- Fame.
Change Oil
In addition to managing Cline,
York Funeral Home with the Rev. John Arnold officiating. Burial son killed in the crash. Hughes
New Spark Plug
FREEpick-up & delivery
will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation was held from 6-8 was the pilot and Cline's manag- Randy Hughes was a highly
Grease
& Lube where needed
er. He was married to Kathy sought after recording sessiOn
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 26, 2013, at the funeral home.
within 5 miles
Mrs. Todd died at 6:30 a.m. Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013, at Spring Copas, the daughter of Cowboy guitarist.
Creek Health Care.
She was born Sept. 9, 1944, in Calloway County to die late Jack
and Marie (Sclridt) Garland. She was a homemaker.
Check Firing
All For Only
Check & Adjust'Carburetor
She was preceded in death by one daughter, Patricia Todd; and
Check Belts & Pulleys
one sister, Marcia Pigg.
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She is survived by one daughter, Charlotte MullinsT of Murray;
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Investments
Since
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two sons, Tim Todd and wife, Karen, of Cadiz and Billy Todd and
New Spark Plug
wife, Sandra, of Hazel; one brother, Cecil Garland, of Graves
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County; eight grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
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Check Air Pressure
She is survived by her father, Hezzie Turner, of
Clean Air Filter
4
Murray; one daughter, Dana Pace,of Murray; oy
Sharpen Blade
Financial
Consultants
(1-RI:
Turner
son, Derek Pace and wife, Kim, of Murray;'qv°
FREE
pick-up
cf
delivery
Check Belts & Pulleys
Ron Arant 1 Heath Scott
sisters, Phyllis Turner and Doris Sato, both of
within 5 miles
Oheck & Adjust Carburetor
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
Murray; and one granddaughter, Allison Pace, of Murray.
Check Firing
270.753.3366 I 800-444•1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m-500 p.m. M-F
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
American Cancer Society, ao Pat Latimer, 304 Main Street,
(
Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Coats.)
Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be left at www.theNEM LlantIiaintel em es Mod unc-pnce unchanged MSc.rdonnarr Natalie an menet Nol FDIC Ineuned No
twouch JJ B Mihaol St Lays Li Member rsc FOCA SPC 0200A
Beak Nowise lAny Lose Woe I Searaes
jhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Stars lining up to mark
50th anniversary of crash
that killed Patsy Cline

I
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LBL facilities open Friday for season

`Smokies preparing for reduced services

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
PUSH MOWERS

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

4441 STOCK MARKET REPORT

995

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

3995

9

ZERO TURN
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n
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Charles R. Parker
Charles R. Parker, 58, of Hardin, Ky., died Feb. 26, 2013 at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Collier Funeral
Home in Benton, Ky. •

.11.

96995

HILLIARD LYONS

American
Red Cross

Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com

ay. County C11.1444:I

Every Donation Brings Hope

753-2571

Hours: Man,F1 7:30,
5:011
Sat 7:X-12:X

Chirathut St
Murray

Murray

COMMUNITY
,Attoiissimprimiwoosi; Aoimmowommumam
MSU choir to perform Thursday

Photo provided

'WOMEN IN COMBAT':
Presenting a very informative
program bn "Women in
Cbrnbat" at the February
meeting of the local chapter
of Daughters of the American
Revolution,
Megan
Haverstock is shown as she
encourages the ladies present to voice their opinions on
a recent ruling -concerning
the role of women in the military.

One ot this spring's hottest trends LS the
crochet sweater. especially in white. They
look so fresh and summery it makes you
wish you had your tan, and it was 80
degrees outside
With more cold weather still hanging
Around we have the perfect solution of
what to wear now. If you are tired of all
your winter clothes (and who isn't) try a
sweater in bright spring colors.
Coral. aqua. moyal blue, neon yellow
and lime. hot pink -sweaters are like a bouquet of fresh flowers You'll be warm but
feeling spring. When paired with colored
or printed bottoms you'll he comfortable in
any, weather.
The bright colors will boost your mood
and beat the winter blah's.
Boyfriend jackets from black to bright
colors are here for spring as well as the
ever popular trenchcoat.
Sheer is in too. you'll be seeing tops
with sheer _insets as well as skins with
sheer bottoms
High-low tops and dresses are also a big
trend.This IS where the top is shorter in the
front than back.
Bold patierns, global inspired pieces
and textures of all kinds are in for spring
and can update your spring wardrobe.
The ever popular white top is a great
canvas for interesting pieces of jewelry or
scarves. This looks great under the
boyfriend jacket,or alone.
Black and whiae and navy and white, as
well as red, is being seen this spring, and
stripes art a big urnd.
We have it all • come in soon for the
hest selection.
Congratulations to Stephanie MillsManley. who won the giveaway this week.
Go to Facebook and click on "Like" and
"Share" to be eligible, or register in the
store.
Super Sas ings on ,All Winter
Merchandise - 55-75`i off Also 25% di
CALY4Pnlit.,
Strlyauned to next week's fun and fashion report...

Special to the Ledger
brating the contributions of
The Murray State University women composers. As part of
Concert Choir will present a free that festival a call iS issued for
concert Thursday, Feb. 28, at new choral compositions. The
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. winner of the 201 Athena
The public is invited to attend. 'Festival
omposition
. As par the Athena Fest'Cal,at contest Anna DeFoe. Her set
Murray State Uniy
, s/; the of pieces based on the poetry of
concert will open with the ethe- Christina Rossetti is titled
real "The Glory of the Father" "Dreams." These two composiby Norwegian composer Egil tions -In An Artists Studio" and
Hovland.
"Echo" drdws the listener into
From this chant-based corn
an emotional remembrance. The
sition the choir moves to a con- choir then sings a setting of Sara
temporary setting of the Teasdale's poem "Grace Before
medieval text "There 'Is No Sleep.lk This setting by the
Rose" by Bonnie Miksch. young. American composer
Building on the medieval ethos, ,Stikan LaBarr expresses the joy
this composition moves from a that Teesdale experienced when
chant melody, through several finding her one true love. The
short sections of polyphony next selection "All Works of
before reaching an extremely Love" by Joan Szymko sets
imitative "alleluia" section that texts from Mother Teresa of
sounds like myriads of souls Calcutta that reminding us that
rejoicing. It condtudes with the "we belong to each other." The
chant once again bringing calm program
concludes
with
to the heart.
Gwyneth Walker's "White
The concert continues with "0 Horses," and arrangements of
Nata Lux, Light Born of Light" the American Folksongs "Every •
by American composer Kevin Night When the Sun Goes
A. Memley,and "Ave Maria"...by_ Down," "Shenandoah," and
Rihards Dubra. Using ancient "How Can I Keep From
texts of the churCh, these mod- Singing." Ryan Knight:Benton.
ern composers blend the old Ill., will be a featured soloist.
with the eiew,,traditional harmoEqually at home in the catheny with -chance, and tirmantic dral or the concert hall the MSU
phrasing with minimalism. The Concert Choir sings diverse
choir will be accompanied by a musical styles with enthusiasm
solo oboe obbligato performed and ease. From .the pure resoby MSU student Jacob Waid.
nant tone of the Renaissance to
Following a short intermis- robust singing in opera choruses
sion, the choir will return with the premiere choir at Murray
, music by women composers. State University fully realizes
Murray State University hosts a the stylistic integrity of,each of
biannual "Athena Festival" cele- the musical genres it performs.

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer
Special to the Ledger
March 1-2, Pray Murray will
gather at Harvest _ Land
Ministries International, 1714
Plainview Drive, Murray, to
host 24 hours of Prayer and
Praise from 9 p.m. on Friday
until 9 p.m. on Saturday.
This is a community effort to
unite Christians of Murray and
Calloway County to pray for

this city, county, region, state, hour or two of the twenty-four
nation .and the world. All hours. Those who do not want to
Christian denominations are be responsible for leading may
invited to patticipate.
come and go at any point during
During these 24 hours, differ- the 24 hours.
ent groups or individuals are
Anyone who is interested in
responsible for leading praise leading praise or prayer may
Pastor
and or prayer. Some individuals contact
Michael
or groups choose to only lead Richardson to be added to 'the
praise, others- lead prayer, while schedule during this month'i 24
some take responsibility for hours at 293-5687 or pasboth praise and prayer for that tormichaelhlmiegmail.com.

Reins needed for crisis outreach center
items needed are kitchen trash
Special to the Ledger
Merryman House Domestic bags, toilet paper. paper towels.
Crisis Outreach Office of razors, feminine hygiene prodCalloway County has requested ucts, shampoo arid conditioner,
help for items needed to assist dish soap. laundry detergent,
clients that have been misplaced bleach, cleaning supplies and
froze their permanent homes due old cell phones. For more inferto violence. Many of these indi- onation on how and where to
viduals have children. Current make a donation, call 759-2373.
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The choir has presented concerts
in some of the world's greatest
venues including York Minster,
Canterbury Cathedral, St.
Mark's Basilica, Venice, St.
Thomas, Leipzig. and Carnegie
Hall and enjoys a world-wide
reputation for excellence. Under
die baton of Director of Choral
Activities,
Dr.
Bradley
Ahnquist, the MSU Concert
Choir has sung invitational performances at State.Division and
National Conferences of MENC
and ACDA.
g
The, MSU Concert Choir is
elected each fall by audition
and incrudes students from all of
the academic colleges on camRus. With its extensive performance rehpoiisbilities the singefs
,selected as members
the
Concert Choir are Iiy of
Murray State Univerlity's finest
and brightest students. They regularly appear in concert on campus and on regional tours fulfilling the university's mission of
enhancing the cultural milieu of
the entire Four Rivers area.
Since the beginning of the
spring semester the Concert
Choir has performed Orff's
Carmine Burana with Orchestra
Kentucky, in Bowling Green.an
S at
invitational
concert
Southeastern Illinois College in
Harrisburg, Ill., and On the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra's
"Made in America" concert.
Dr. Bradley L. Almquist will
conduct the MSU Concert Choir
with Brett Chittenden,piano and
Jacob A. Wald,oboe.collaborating.
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NEW LOCATION NOW WWI
110N. 12th Street (Across from McDonald's)
NEW Extended Hours.., Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
••••••••••••••••••••••••

with

DOWNTOWN LOCATION
will be open through Saturday, March 2nd with
CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE... a

40% Off Iron •60-75% Off Everything Else
270-767-0007

0

All donations are tax deductible.
Merryman House is a United
Way agency.

DATEBOOK
Berlin summer program

offered

Datebook

Murray State University current/former
history students are invited to participate in
the summer KI1S Berlin program,an opportunity to explore and understand Germany's
capital, culture and history. For more information, including the program's cost, date
itinerary,
visit"
and
www.kiis.org/go/Berlin.php. Dr. David Pizzo,1
director, can be reached at dpizzo@mur•
raystate.edu.

Jessica Morris,
Community
UDC to meet Wednesday
editor
The J.N. Williams United Daughters of
Confederacy Chapter 805 will meet Wednesday, Feb. 27,at 10 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority. For more information call Frances Spillman at(270)435-4130-01 Donna Jackson,
registrar, at (270)435-4218.

Revival services set
Rozzell Chapel Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 1258 Rezzell
Church Road, Mayfield, will host revival services Feb. 28-March 2.
Bro. Jeremy Ballinger, Holy Hills Baptist Church, Dyersburg,
Tenn., will be the guest pastor. Services will be held at 7 pAti.
Thursday. Feb. 28,and Friday, March 1,and 6 p.m.Saturday,March
2. For more information call Deborah at(270)376-2304. .

Line dance classes to be offered
A line dance class will be held every Monday and Thursday from
6-7 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World Hall,330 C.C. Lowry Drive,
Murray. For More information call Donna Witherspoon at (731)
445-0080 or 753-4377. New dances are offered weekly.

Knit-Wits will meet
The Knit-w,its knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are Welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.
•

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous,a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the chuith office at 753-1834.

Public meeting to be held
A public Meeting to discuss the Needs Assessment Survey results
of the Low-Income 'Heat Energy Assistance Program will be held
Thursday, Feb. 28, at 1 p.m. in the upstairs conference room of the
Weeks Community Center. All interested persons are invited to
attend. or more information call West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc., office or call 753-090K.
,

Magazine club seeking club materials
The Murray Magazine Club, organized in 1910, is seeking any
papers, books or materials pertaining to the club. They are working
on archiving all information about the club. The Founders' Day
Luncheon will be held Thursday, Feb. 28, at noon, at the Curris
Center on the campus of Murray State University.
•

Celebration for Dr. Seuss set
A birthday celebration for Dr. Seuss will be held Thursday. Feb.
28,from 4-5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library,710 Main
St. There will be activities, guest readers, special appearances and
more. For more information call 759-9592, 762-7333, 762-7410,
753-2288 or 753-1640. The public is invited to attend.

FDNB book club to meet

Cancer Society
offering program
Special to the Lodger
The American Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Reeovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients, to and
from their life-saving treatments. To request assistance or
information on how to volunteer
to be a driver, call the American
Cancel. Society 24-hour information line at 1(800) 227-2345.
For additional information on.
Road to Recovery, visit
www.cancer.org.

Free tax help
available
Special to the Ledger
Trained AARP volunteers will
be available at the MurrayCalloway County SeniorCitizens Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray, for free tax. help every
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. beginning Feb. 6, through
April 3.
Participants will need to bring
a copy of last year's tax return,
W-2 forms from each employer.
SSA-1099 forms,all 1099 forms
showing interest and dividends:
Social Security cards or other
official documentation for themselves and all dependents.
For an appointment, call 7530929.

The Fort Donclson book club will meet at 3 p.m.,Sunday, Feb.
17. at the ellloway County Public Library and at 6 pi.m. Thursday.
Feb. 28, at the,Stewart County Visitor Center, Dover. Tenn., for a
book discussion of Paul Kendrick's Douglass and Lincoln and the
important relationship of these two men. A few books will be available for participants although reading the book is not a requirement
for joining the discussion. For more information call (931) 2325706.
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Compassionate Friends to meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will. meet Thursday,
Feb. 27.at 7 p.m. in PDR 1- outside the cafeteria entrance at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This support group - meets for the
encouragement of. bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardlessiof their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at (270) 498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274:".

Registration for 5K now open
Registration for Murray's Miracles 5K Run/Walk, set for
Saturday, March 16, is now open. The race will begin at 9 a.m. at
15th and Olive streets, Murray. Race-day registration will be taken
at 7:30 a.m. at the starting line. To register online, visit www.getmeregistered.com Or mail name, age, shirt size and $25 to Murray
Miracles, 264 Metcalf Lane., Atm.-KY 42020. For more information email Becky English, Sam Steger, Ryan Dawson, Missy Liles.
Viciti Williams or LaCoste Hayes at murraymiracies@yahoo.com.
Proceeds will benefit St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.

Immanuel to host organ recital
Im anuel Baptist Church. 3465 Buckner Lane. Paducah: will
featu c o an st Melissa Heath in recital at 3:30 p.m. Sunday. March
3. Hea has been a church organist for 37 years, including the last
15 at Immanuel. She also is the keyboardist for the Paducah
Symphony and the Paducah Chamber Society. The public is invited
to attend.
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Spaghetti dinner to be held
The Murray High School track team will 'host a spaghetti dinner
night Monday. March 18,from 6-7 p.m. at the school. Tickets are $8
for 'adults and $5 for children. The meal will include spaghetti,
salad, bread stick and drink catered from Fazolis. Murray. Tickets
must he purchased in advance from any Murray High track team
member or from MHS by Monday. March 11.

Wranglers Riding Club to meet
Wranglers Riding Club will have a special-called meeting
Thursday. Feb. 28, at 6:30 p.m. to discus an upcoming horse show
and advertising. It will be held at In State International of Murray,
100 Max Hurt Drive. All members and interested people are urged
to attend. For information call (270)489-2386 or (270)436-2348.
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Special to the Ledger

flexible sigmoidoscopy or a and HCMC need your help to
screening (Colonoscopy). •
promote the early detection and
To help combat this disease, prevention of colorectal cancer.
Medicare provides coverage for As a provider of healthcare servscreening and the early . detec- ices to seniors with Medkare .
tion of colorectal cicer. All and other people, we must help ,
Medicare beneficiaries aged 50 increase awareness of colorectal '.
• and older are covered; however" Calker.Talk with your physician ••
when a beneficiary is at high abo t colorectal cancer. Ask ,
risk, there is no minimum age" the* about risk factors so that
required to receive a screening you can understand the imporcolonoscopy(or a barium enema tance of early detection.
rendered as an alternative). ,HCMC encourages seniors to '...;
take full advantage of colorectal.•
What Can You Do?
cancer screenings covered by .
About nine out of every 10 Medicare, as appropriate. We'
people whose colorectal cancer want to help save lives!
is found early and treated are Colorectal cancer is preventable,
still alive five years later. CMS treatable, and beatable.

PARIS, Tenn.. — Of cancers
that affect both men and Women,
colorectal cancer is the second
leading cause of cancer- related
deaths in the United States and
the third most common cancer in
men and in women.
Henry County Medical Center
wants people to know that more
than 140,000 Americans 'are
diagnosed and more than 50,000
die from the disease each year.
According to www.cms.gov,
colorectal cancer affects all
racial and ethnic groups, it is
most often found in people ages
50 and older, and the risk for
developing this cancer increases
with ageMedtcare defines high.risk of developing colorectal cancer as
Photo by Keith Travis / Murray-Calloway Cotigly.HoapitAl someone who hlZong or more,
ENDOWMENT DONATION: The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare &mated a of the following risk factors
power lift recliner to the hospital's Shared Care adult day care program on Thursday, Feb. 21, • A close relative
2013. MeChanics in the chair lift the user up to help stand and is a helpful item for the center. parent, or child) who has had
Pictured are, back from left, Cindy Crouse, LPN, Connie Stalls, LPN and Karen Reed, RN. colorectal cancer or an adenomatous polyp;
Front row, from left, Lorraine Elder and Corrine Johnson.
•Family history of familial
adenomatous polyposis;
•Family history of hereditary
non-polyposis colorectal cancer;
•Personal history of adenoSpecial to the Ledger
"I've always wanted to help
matous polyps;
people and I like how nursing is
•Personal history of colorecMurray Medical Askicjates a &Id where you care for othtal cancer;
has added Ginger Greene, ers," Greene said. "I'm excited
•Personal history of inflamAPRN, to its staff of medical about coming to MMA and conprofessionals as a Family Nurse tinuing to care for those in our
matory bowel disease, including
Practitioner.
community. I'll be seeing adults
Crohn's Disease and ulcerative
Greene started out her profes- as well as children now and am
colitis.
sional career in agriculture after looking forward to that."
Medicare pays for the followobtaining a Bachelor's and
Greene comes to MMA with
ing colorectal cancer screening
Mar's degree in the .field, but fomr years of experience after
services:
quickly realized medical care Obtaining her degrees and certi•Fecal Occult Blood Test;
was her true calling while work- fication. She has two children,
•Flexible Sigmoidoscopy;
ing as office manager for Dr. Lauren and Gabe, and is married
Jackson's
Urology to Jonathan Greene
‘PA-C at
•Colonoscopy;
Associates. She returned to Purchase
Gastroenterology
•Barium Enema (as an alterschool .and obtained her Associates. In her free time,
native to a covered screening
Ginger Greene
Bachelor's and Master's degrees Ginger enjoys outdoor activiti
APRN
.01
%iith her family on their farm. 7
in Nursing.

•

Your Team is Ready

Greene joins Murray Medical Associates

250 years
of experience...
for the one day
you need us.
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Paducah man receives heart cath at 88
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Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. —William Purvis knew something wasn't right when he becanie short of breath
on his daily five-mile walks. That's right - five
miles a day. And he's 88 years young.
A heart cath at the Baptist Heart Center
revealed he needed open heart surgery to replace
an aortic valve and open three blockecrarteries.
Purvis, a World War 11 veteran from Paducah,
decided to have the recent surgery with help from
his children and wife.
Despite his years, he was willing to go through
it to return to his active lifestyle. "I was healthy

enough to do it, and I was willing to
get it done," Purvis said.
Cardiothoracic surgeon K. Ken
Ung, M.D., said even though Purvis
is his oldest open-heart surgery
patient, his good health offset his
years when considering his options.
"There's 88, and then there's 88!"'
he said, noting Purvis' exercise regPurvis
imen.
Dr. Ung said Baptist had the facility and ability
.to take care of him. "After just five weeks, he was
already riding his bicycle and walking..He'll soon
be back to five or six miles a day."
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—Tony Milliano, Au.D., Doctor ofAudiology
& Whitney Kubach

Students ranked parents second only to
health authorities as a believable source
for information regarding alcohol.
Get CRAZY REAL and talk to your child
about drugs and alcohol. They will listen.
Look for our CRAZY REAL
campaign this semester in
our middle schools.

Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158

762-7332
www.ccasap.com
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STRAiGHT RING AND HIS
FIRST CAREER POINT
By RICKY MARTIN '
Sports Editor
ordan Burge is the third leg to the winningest
senior class in Murray State history.
10 years from now, his name will probably
J
serve as the answer to a very good Racer triviakluestion —joining the likes of Isaiah Canaan and
KtkDaniet, who each have 105 career wins.
Burge is probably the only player in the country
with more rings (3) than career points (0), but that's
not the only reason Burge's name will resonate with
people down the road.
.
"I told all of the guys they better get to know
him, they better get 2tgood relationship with him,”
Murray State head •coach Steve . Prohm said.
"Because he's going to own a business one day.
t
: "When we met last year he told me he wanted to
'town some Subway (restaurants). He's got 25 different little side jobs going on."
.
Burge said he was always alittle partiil to wanting to own a Subway.
"I said Subway because Subway is.my favorite
my favorite place to eat," he said laughing. "But
whatever place or business I can own, I'll be happy
to own.
"I'm an entrepreneur at heart."
While Burge wants to own a business, he has
plenty of side jobs to keep him busy for now.
He's even invited Canaan to join him in some of
his exploits.
"He chops wood or breaks down refrigerators for
the aluminum, or whatever stuff like that,- Canaan
said laughing. "He does a lot of crazy stuff. I told
him I would chop wood with him, but I never got a
chance to go out there, I don't think I'm going to.-,
That's fine with Burge, because that's more work
for him.
And while his work is important to '
him, Burge's
faith takes a major precedence in his life.
Burge came to Murray State as what he called a
'preferred walk-on' under then Racer head coach
Billy Kennedy. The senior was a star scorer at
Northside Baptist High School in Mayfield, and
Burge said he never rvretted a day at Northside.
"I just loved it there," he said. "I wouldn't have
gone to Mayfield or Graves (County), where every-

II Bun
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— Isaiah Canaan
Murray State All-American on senior walkon Jordan Burge's hobbies away from
basketball.

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Murray High boys soccer
coach Jim Baurer has resigned,
citing increased duties as the
school's athletic director.
Baurer, who was named
MHS athletic director last
spring, finished his eighth season as head coach of the Tiger
soccer program last fall, after
succeeding long-time Tiger
coach James Weatherly in 2004.
"I just felt the time was
right," Baurer said of stepping
clown from his soccer duties.
"The time constraints in the athletic director's job, taking care of
facilities and everything else;
was a little more than I thought
it would be."
Baurer has been involved
with the Murray High soccer
program for two decades as the
Tigers have consistently been
one of the region's top teams.
"I can't take a lot of credit for
that," Baurer said. "I've just
tried to build on what coach
Weatherly did with our program
and run it with class and integrity he did."
Murray superintendent Bob
Rogers said Baurer has done a
superb job in the athletic director's spot.
Baurer will remain as Murray
High's athletic director.
"He just represents our
school system in a class way in
everything he does,- Rogers
said. "He's a team player and
represents Murray High School
in a way that we want it represented. And he's got a quiet
demeanor that our coaches and
everyone else in the area really
respect.Rogers said a new coach will
be named in April as the district
prepares for the 2013-14 school
year.
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He chops wood or breaks
down refrigerators for the
aluminum or whatever stuff like
that. He does a lot of crazy
stuff.

AD Baurer
has resi
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soccer coach
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By DAVID RAMEY
\ Sports Writer
In a Iiighly anticipated match
of tournament favorites, Graves
County used a balanced effort
Tuesday at the CFSB Center to
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times score a 58-44 victory over
Murray State senior Jordan Burge isn't a stranger to cutting down the nets. In fact, since joining the Marshall County in opening
Racers as a walk-on nearly four years ago, he's had the opportunity to do so several times. Now, round play of the 1st Region
Burge's last goal is a fourth-straight OVC Championship ring. And maybe his first career basket if Tournament.
Peyton Puckett led the way
there's time.
for the Eagles with 13 points as
Graves County was 8 for I I
from the floor in the final period.
Tyler Starky and Zach
Kimbler each tossed in 12 points
while Kimbler grabbed a teamhigh nine rebounds.
Marshall County was seeking
its third straight regional title.
Marshall was led by 13
overall. Hickman County is 8-16.
Murray, which is seekintits fourth straight trip points from Chase Clark, who
to the regional final, has had almost a week off to also snared nine rebounds to
catch its breath after the win over Marshall lead the Marshals. Austin
County.
Rentfrow had 12 points and
"We are nursing a few small injuries with some eight rebounds. Noah Steele had
back pain and some ankles," Lady Tiger coach 10 points.
Graves held a 24-17 lead at
Rechelle Turner said. "But we've been able to get
the players in treatment and get their bodies reju- the half, eventually going up by
II in the opening moments of
venated.
By DAVID RAMEY
"Basketball is a long season — and this time of the third quarter. Marshall got
Sports Writer
The Murray High Lady Tigers open 1st Region year, you can't help but be tired both mentally and within five early in the fourth,
Tournament play tonight at Racer Arena against a physically. I think giving the kids some time to but Graves scored six straight to
enjoy the moment is a good thing — but they take a 44-33 lead on a basket by
foe they have not seen this season.
Puckett.
The Lady Tigers. coming off a double-over- know the season starts over."
Murray will be an overwhelming favorite
Graves County will face
time victory over Marshall County in the 4th
District title game Thursday, faces Hickman tonight. And Turner likes the sebedule this year Lone Oak in the Friday's second
County at 7:45 p.m. tonight in the second game of — giving teams extra prep time for the opening semifinal at the CFSB Center.
the girls tournament. Graves County and Lone round game and a break before the semifinals and The Purple Flash ran out to a 18finals — which will be held Monday and Tuesday 0 lead and never looked back for
Oak will tip off the event at 6 p.m.
a 67-33 victory over Fulton City.
Murray did not face Hickman County, the run- at the CFSB Center.
"You have to survive and advance through
Kam Chumbler led Lone Oaks
ner-up of the 1st District, in the regular season
after Murray cancelled the contest due to.the Lady each night. You have to prepare for each game," with 13 points.
Fulton City was led by Khali
Tigers participating in the Touchstone Energy All Turner said. "I really like the fact the way it is
Frame with 10 points and eight
'A' Classic.
111 See GIRLS, 9A
rebounds.
The Lady Tigers enter tonight's contest at 27-5

GIRLS 1ST REGION BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

Murray High set to open with Hickman
RICKY MARTIN
/ Ledger & Times

Murray High
head coach
Rechelle
Turner will
lead
her
Lady Tigers
into the let
Region
Tournament
ftonight
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Hickman
County.

LADY TIGERS DID NOT
FACE THE LADY FALCONS
DURING THE REGULAR
-SEASON THLS YEAR
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

BASEBALL

Gophers knock off
top rated Indiana

Murray State drops
decision at UK

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Trevor
Mbakwe had 21 points and 12
rebounds to help Minnesota take
down No. 1 Indiana 77-73 on
Tuesday night, the seventh time
the top-ranked team in The
Associated Press' poll has lost a
game this season.
Andre Hollins added 16 points.
for the Gophers (19-9, 7
:
8 Big
Top, who outrebounded Cody
Zeller and the Hoosiers by a
whopping 44-30 and solidified
their slipping NCAA tournament case with an emphatic performance against the Big Ten
leaders. The fans rushed the
court as the last seconds ticked
off, the first time that's happened
here in years.
Zeller was held to nine points
with four turnovers for the
Hoosiers (24-4, 12-3), who have
held the No. 1 ranking for 10 of
17 polls this season including
the last four. Victor Oladipo
scored 16 points, but 14 of the
17 points by Jordan Hulls came
before halftime.

Mbakwe, a sath-year senior, PASU Sports Information
posted his conference-leading
After sitting through a threeseventh double-double. At 24 hour rain delay, Murray State
years old, he was a man among came out swinging at #8
boys in many ways in this game, Kentucky as they scored four
dominating both ends of the runs over the first two innings.
court when the Gophers needed The momentum did not carry
through the late innings as the
him most. Minnesota had 23
Wildcats used a big seventh
offensive rebounds.
inning to hand the Breds an II.Elliott Eliason, who played 5 defeat at Cliff Hagan
every bit as Well as Zeller, the Stadium..
slender sophomore in the post
The Breds (4-4) used a twofor the visitors, scored seven out rally in the first inning to
straight points for Minnesota to push across a pair of runs.
tie the game at 46 shortly after Dylan Wheeler started things
Oladipo's reverse layup had with a double into the left-field
given the Hoosiers a 44-36 lead, corner, and scored on Mike
Kozlowski's single through the
their biggest of the game.
right side. After Brandon
Hollins, who missed eight of
Eggenschwiler reached on an
his first nine shots, scraped off a error by the pitcher,
Noah
high screen by Eliason to pull up Zipko delivered an RBI single
for a 3-pointer and give the to right center.
Gophers a 51-48 lead underThe Wildcats (6-1) respondneath the 9-minute mark. ed in the home-half of the
Mbakwe got a rebound to keep a inning as the first hitter reached
key possession alive then on a wild pitch as he struck out
grabbed another board to set up and the second batter was hit
his off-balance bank shot for a by a pitch. A.J. Reed followed
by hitting the first pitch he saw
56-53 lead for Minnesota.
well over the wall in right field

for a three-run home run.
MSU regained the lead in
the second as Nick Paradossi
started the inning with a double
just inside the bag at third.
With one out, Ty Stetson
tripled over the head of the left
fielder to score Paradossi. Two
batters later, Wheeler hit a
grounder that bounced oft the
third-base bag for an RBI\single.
The Breds added another
run in the " ninth as Brandon
Elliott reached on a fielding
error and came around to score
on Zipko's groundout to short.
Tim Vonder Haar (1-1) took
the loss after allowing five runs
on six hits and five strikeouts
over 2.2 innings. Paradossi
finished the day by going 1 -for1 with a double and three
walks.
Kozlowski
and
Wheeler each collected two
hits and an RBI, while Zipko
drove in a pair of runs.
The Breds return to the diamond Friday afternoon as they
open a three-game series
against. Canisius. First pitch is
set for 2 p.m. at Reagan Field.

•Burge...

Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 Noah Bypass
‘tuall

Murray. Kentucky
eiky ft) tom
(270)753-4703

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
BOYS BASKETBALL
lat Region
First Round
Graves Co. 58, Marshall Co. 44
Lone Oak 67, FLA/ton City 33

Harrison Co. 46, George Rogers
Clerk 37
Scott 62, Augusta 59

2nd Region
First Round

11th Region
First Round

Henderson Co. 63, Christian Co. 56
Trigg Co. 66, Caldwell Co. 64

Madison Central 85, Franklin Co. 49
12th Region
First Round

3rd Region
First Round

Mercer Co. 56, Southwestern 64, OT
Somerset 51, Boy* Co 50

Ohio Co. 64, Grayson Co. 40
Owensboro 63, Meade Co. 45

13th Region
First Round

4th Region
First Round

Harlan Co. 60, South Laurel 58
North Laurel 49, Knox C441tral 47

Barren Co. 71, Clinton Co 66
Warren Central 69, Franklin-Simpson
45

14th Region
First Round

5th Region
First Round

Estill Co. 50, Wolfe Co. 42
Knott Co. Central 71, Leslie Co. 37

Bethlehem 53, Cavema 47
North Hardin 61, Taylor Co 52

15th Region
First Round

6th Region
First Round

East Ridge 61, Belfry 59
Sheldon Clark 64, Betsy Layne 55

Bullitt East 77, Lou. Southern 47
Lou. Butler 85, Lou. Fern Creek 61
Lou. Fairdale 74, Lou. Moore 73, OT
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 54, Lou.
Doss 42

16th Region
First Round
Ashland Blazer 63, West Carter 411
Fleming Co. 59, Lewis Co. 41

8th Region
First Round

From Page 8A
one else wanted me to move."'
just loved it at .Northside. They
taught us the Bible, we got to
pray or read the Bible anytime
we wanted, and I just loved
everybody there. I didn't want to
move."
And just as he never thought
of going anywhere other than
Northside Baptist. Burge said
the idea of going anywhere other
thani:Murray State sounded ludicrous four .years ago and still
does today-V2- even though his
minutes are sparse and he's yet
to score a basket in his Murray
State career.
"It's the first question people
ask me," he said. "Some people
wonder why I do it because I
don't get to play. There's those
that do understand it and those
that don't. For those that don't
understand, we can start out
when I was a young kid. I would
sit there in the Murray State

stands, looking down and wish- need anything.
less if he scores.
ing I wits in (the player's) shoes,
"He is a great entrepreneur.
"I just want to win," he said.
always wanting to be a part of it. he has his hands in everything," "Coach may play me or throw
"The tradition here, winning Garrett said laughing. "If we me in at the end. I don't know
championships - I don't think need anything or something at a what he's. planning on doing, but
you can ask for anything better. good bargain or price. Jordan is whatever it he's planning on
God .has blessed me in a great a good person to go to.
doing I'm going to be happy."
way. I couldn't have picked a
"He's our hook-up guy."
And all while his Murray
better college."
Now the only thing left for State regular season career will
And while some people don't his fellow seniors to do is hook wind down this weekend. Burge
understand what would possess Burge up with a basket.
said it's not the most important
Burge to go through the same
Garrett says they've tried.
weekend of his life.
workouts and off-season condi"We try so hard," he said.
"It means a lot to me because
tioning the rest of the team goes "I've personally pu the ball in it's Senior Night coming up,"
through. Prohm does.
Jordan's hands in great position Burge said. "But at the same
"
1",fle has great character," he to score a basket, but he missed time. I know it's not the most
said. "He's eve?ybody's go-to both of my shot attempts."
important week.
guy when they need something.
We still have the tournament,
When asked if Burge was an
He has a tremendous family, 'assist killer,' Garrett laughed.
the OVC Tournament coming
they've been a big support of
"Right now he is. Hopefully up, and that's when we really
our program. Jordan is going to that will all chance between need to win."
be extremely successful in life." these two games this week. We
And if anyone would know,
Pelienv -.senior - -Brandon are going to try to gei-him a it's Burge.
He's a three-time Ohio Valley
Garrett, who joineCgaRacers bucket before this seasoia is over
Conference champion. And his
after two years at a junior col- with."
The most refreshing thing career win total may never be
lege,says all of the Murray State
players go see Burge when they about Burge, is he could care broken.

GIRLS BASKETBALL
7th Region
First Round

Simon Kenton 64, Eminence 33
South Oldham 85, Collins 82

Lou. Assumption 67, Lou. Central 40
Lou. Ballard 62, Lou. Seneca 39
Lou. DuPont Manual 46, Lou. Make 27
Lou. Sacred Heart 77, Lou. Christian
Academy 67

9th Region
First Round
Cpoper 41, St. Henry 37
Holmes.55, Newport Central Catholic
50

•Girls...
nals.
"You know that you're going
to be opposite of Marshall
because of the district, and anytime you are opposite of the
team that has been No.1 in the
region all year - that's a
bonus," Turner said. "But we're,
going to have to be ready to
play if we get past that -first
round because either Lone Oak
or Graves is going to be a very
formidable opponent. Both are
very well coached and they will
have us well scouted and be
ready to play."

From Page 8A
setup because we've had three
veryisolid days to get ready for
the first game and four solid
days to get ready for the semifinal. And I (kink it's iniportaritio
have that prep time."'
Murray also got a favorable
draw. The other two top contenders, Marshall County and
Tilghman are in the lower
bracket and play Thursday.
Marshall County faces Carlisle
County Thursday followed by
and
Tilghman
Paducah
Mayfield in the other semifi-
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111 Broach Street

Thursday • March 141 2013
5:00-6,:30 p.m.

Bellinda Sheetz Landry
270 970-5075

Please bring the following with you:

Woodmen of the World's Modified Fndowrnent lIe Insurance certificate.
the Enhancer, may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones.
• Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
• Tax-deferred gain until received
• Avoid the hassles of probate
• Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary

Registration Packet:
up in the school office beginning
March 1st from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Call us today to find out if this could be your opportunity to set aside
money and save on income taAes.

2nd highest district Fv:Pt OP scores
3rt.' highest district

4th highest district
•1

Barry E. Newsome
Rep+ -ewriAt.;
270 753 3422

When it comes to our homes, cars, vacations, and ever the foods Ate eat.
we often aspire to something bigger and better. Your savings should be
no different.

-) Child's Social Security Card
-) Child's Official Birth Certificate
Completed Registration Packet
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UT
MARTIN
SCHEDULE
DATE
11-9
11-11
11-14

11-16
11-20
11-24
11-29
12-1
12-5
12-8
12-15
12-19
12-29
t2-31
1-3
1-5
1-10
1-12
1-19
1-24
1-26
1-31
2-7
2-9
2-16
2-21
2-23
2-28
3-2

OVC(Overall)

School
East
Belmont
Eastern Kentucky

Tennessee State

12-2 (22-6)
11-3 (22-7)
10-4 (16-12)

Jacksonville State 8-7 (17-10)

Morehead State

7-7 (13-16)

Tennessee Tech

4-10 (11-16)

West
Murray State
SE Missouri State
SIU-Edwardsville
Eastern Illinois
UT-Martin
Austin Peav

10-4 (20-7)
6-8 (14-15)

5-9 (9-16)
5-10 (9-20)

4-10 (8-19)
3-11 (7-22)

'

OVC Men's Basketball
Thursday
UT-Martin at Murray St 7 p
Morehead St at Tennessee gt.. 6 p.m.
SE Missoun St at Austin Peay, 7 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee Tech,
7 30 pm
Saturday
SE Miaciun Si. at Murray St., 730 p.m.
SIU-Edwardsville at Eastern 111., 4 p.m
Jacksonville Si at Belmont. 4 p m.
Morehead St at Tennessee Tech, 7 30
m
UT-Martin at Austin Peay. 7 30 p.m
Eastern Kentucky at Tenn. St.. 7:30 p.m.

\•

CI NI!

MURIM
STATE

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
at Ark Little Rock L, 68-84
at Cincinnati
L, 57-80
FONTBONNE
W,84-58
ARKANSAS ST
L, 73-77
LYON COLLEGE W, 96-58
at Bradley
L. 57-80
at Memphis
L, 65-93
KENNESAW ST. W, 65-63
at Central Ark.
L. 86-87
at Lipscomb
L, 62-86
at Saint Louis
L. 51-73
SAMFORD
L, 62-75
L, 60-65
at SEMO
J'VILLE STATE
L, 54-64
MURRAY STATE L, 62-73
W,-76-74
AUSTIN PEAY
at Tennessee St. L, 48-80
at Belmont
L, 53-90
MOREHEAD ST. L. 74-88
at Eastern Illinois L. 56-69
at
W,65-62
E. KENTUCKY
W, 72-65
E. ILLINOIS
L, 65-93
SIU-EVILLE
W, 77-68
SEMO
L. 74-96
at Tenn. Tech
L, 68-63
LONGWOOD
W. 89-79
at Murray State
7:00
at Austin Peay
7:30

BASKETIALL
STANDINGS

• (TSB

HEAD COACH
STEVE PROHM
SAYS RACERS
ARE FOCUSED
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Steve Prohm says Thursday
night's tilt with UT-Martin
wont' be a trap game for his
Racers.
Sandwidhed
between
a
Bracketbusters victory over
South Dakota State and a Senior
Night game against Southeast
Missouri State Saturday, Prohm
says his Murray State club is
fully focused on the Skyhawks
— and for good reason.
Don't look now,
1Martin is contending wi
th
SIU-Edwardsville and 'Eastern
Illinois for a berth into the OVC
Tournament, and a win inside
the CFSB Center could bring
Jason James' team much closer
to punching a ticket for
Nashville.
"They are playing the best
they've played all season long,"
Prohm said. "They've won four
out of seven and they are right in
the mix, just a game behind
SIU-E and Eastern Illinois for
that No. 7 or No. 8 spot. JJ has
them playing well. They had a
good win in the Bracketbusters
and they are going to be coming
in here focused, because they
are playing for a lot. They are
playing for a possible tournament berth.
"We are going to have to be
locked in and ready."
Prohm said one of the biggest
difference between the two
team's first meeting on Jan. 3
has been the resurgence of
Terrence Smith, who has continue to rebound from injury.
Smith is averaging 10.6
points per game in conference
play, starting in 11 of the
Skyhawks 14 games against
OVC competition.
"Terrence Smith is a lot
healthier now," Prohm said.

"You can tell he's moving at
full, full speed. He's playing off
the ball some, but playing well."
DATE OPPONENT T1ME/RESULT
While Smith has been a
W, 88-43
BRESCIA
11-9
W, 79-59
bright spot for James, as well as
11-15 Auburn"
W, 72-67
11-16 St. John's^
a big reason for UT-Martin's
L. 74-81
11-18 Colorado^
recent success, one thing hasn't
11-24 OLD DOMINION W, 79-72
changed since Murray State's
W. 88-79
11-26 at Lipscomb
73-62 win in Kazin.
W, 76-54
BETHEL
12-4
Myles'.Taylor is still very,
W, 82-70
at Evansville
12-8
s
very good.
W, 75-70
12-16 WESTERN KY.
Taylor averages 16.9 points
12-19 at Arkansas State W,61-54
and 7.6 rebounds per gione,eboth
L. 68-77
12-22 at Dayton
team highs, and stopping Taylor,
12-29 VALPARAISO
L, 64-66
Prohm said, is a big key in stopW, 73-62
at UT-Martin
1-3
W, 74-66
1-5
at SEMO
ping the Skyhawks.
L, 65-77
EASTERN KY.
1-9
"I think the big fella Taylor is
W,71-68
1-12
at AuStineThy
just a good player," he said. "He
W, 70-49
EASTERN ILL'.
1-17
can score and you've got to
SIU-E'VILLE
1-19
'NV, 70-61
defend in there against him."
1-24
at Tennessee Tech W,47-39
Meanwhile, as the Racers
1-26
at Jacksormlie State L, 64-65
inch closer and closer to bidding
AUSTIN PEAY
W, 75-68
2-2
farewell to the winningest senior
2-7
W, 79-74
BELMONT
class in school history, Prohm is
TENNESSEE ST. W,69-48
2-9
watching another class begin to.
2-14
at SIU-Edwardsville L, 65-60
come of a&e.
2-16
at Eastern Illinois L, 79-70
2-20
at Morehead St. W, 106-100
Freshrien Jeffery Moss and
2-23
S. DAKOTA ST. W, 73-62
0 Ford have been critical parts
UT-MARTIN
2-28
7:00
in Murray State's last two victoSOUTHEAST MO. ST. 7:30
3-2
ries, and Prohm said those two
'- Charleston Classic, Charleston,
will have to continue to improve
South Carolina
— particularly defensively, —
for the Racers to keep having
sUccess.
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times No. Player
P Cl. Ht Wt
The good news is, they've Murray State senior
guard Stacy Wilson goes up for a 1 Stacy Wilson G Sr. 6-3 201
come so far since stepping_ on
dunk during Saturday's Bracketbusters victory over 2 Edward Daniel F Sr. 6-7 228
campus early last summer ."-- '
3 Isaiah Canaan G Sr 6-1 195
"Jeffery Moss has been South Dakota State. Wilson and the Racers will wrap up 4 Latreze Mushatt F Sr. 6-5 210
the
final
two
home
games
of
the
season
Thursday
and
great," he said. "He's played 28,
10 Zay Jackson
G So 6-0 175
29 minutes some games. He's Saturday, hosting UT-Martin first, then welcoming in 11 C.J. Ford
G Fr, 6-1 180
really stepped up and he's got a Southeast Missouri State for Senior Night.
12 Tyler Rarnbo
F Fr. 6-5 204
great basketball IQ. He can real- Dakota State 'Were how he had getting steals, we can't push the 13 Brahdorarrett F Sr. 6-9 200
14 Erik McCree
F Fr. 6-7215
ly pass, for the long term he has envisioned this team playing all tempo.
to get stronger, better defensive- season long, and said if Murray
"You don't'just want to walk 22 Tiger Warlord G Fr. 6-1 170
Dexter Fields
G Jr. 6-2 190
ly and get his mid-range game State can continue to get out and it up, especially with a_ kid like'
12
33
1
Jeffery Moss
G Fr. 6-4 180
together. But that will all come score in transition, the Racers Isaiah (Canaan). Because once
33 Jordan Burge
G Sr. 5-11 162
with individual workouts and will be a tough out once they get you are walking it up, all eyes
34 Terron Gilmore F Fr. 6-7 200
being in the weight room in the to Nashville.
and the defense is all focused on 35 Zay Henderson F Fr. 6-8 225
spring, summer and fall.
Still, Prohm said it's a matter him, and he's a lot easier to
"CJ, I liked his resiliency, of if' he Racers Can play in tran- guard that way."
because I watched the game at sition consistently.
Canaan is used to all eyes
Pts Reb Ast TO BI St
Martin and he's struggled there.
"It's like pressing teams," he being on him though, and knows Player
Isaiah 21 2 35 113 86 3 41
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PLAINTIFF,

gljeTICE OF SALE

DAN THIBEAULT, MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF DAN THIBEAULT,

DEFENDANTS.
•
By
▪ virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by'the Calloway Circuit Court
on August 14, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the_apProximate amount of $117,416.44, plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the civ of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 7;2013, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property locatecrin
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 283 Bendefield Lane, Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
TRACT I: BEGINNING at a point in the South.right of Way of KY Hwy. 121, said
point being 668 feet East of the intersection Of the South right of way of KY Hwy.
121 and the East right of way of KY. Hwy. 893; THENCE South 2 degrees 10'
East for a distance of 1,282.09 feet to an irowatake; THENCE North 88 degrees
40' East for a distance of 449.89 feetto an iron stake; THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE North 88 degrees 40'East for a distance of 100 feet to an iron
stake; THENCE North 2 degrees 10 West for a distance Of 150 feet to an iron
stake; THENCE South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100 feet to an iron
stake; THENCE Soutt2 degrees 10'East for a distance of 150 feet to the point of beginning.
The above lot is transferred told conveyed subject to all protective covenants,
restrictions, easements, reservations and all otherexceptiorui as recorded on
microfilm in Book 154, Card 1350, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County,
all •Irtitittr are by this retrence made a part of this instrument.
TRACT II: Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles
west of the Community of Coldwater, in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky being a part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 7, Township 2, Range
3 East, and situated at the rear of 283 Bendefield Lane, and being further
described as follows(See Plat of record in Plat Book 30, Slide 40, page 2856).
BEGINNING at a ?" diameter rebar(w/cap 13175 set, located 22.29'east of a ?"
diameter rebar found, mini-king the southwest corner of the Dana Sliger property(Deedttook 174, Card 4361, and being the northwest corner of the 3.9734 acre
tract described herein; THENCE,south 82 degrees 48'07" east passing through a
?' diameter rebar found at 179.44'(the southwest corner of the Randy Darnell
property, Deed Bark 173, Card 1030); for a distance of 251.20'to a fence corner,
the northwest corner of the Gregory Boyd property; THENCE, with Boyd's west
line and with an existing fence, south 06 degrees 12'32" west 680.06'to a ?"
diameter rebar(w/cap #3437)found, the northeast corner of the James Bradley
Dublin property(Deed Book 324, Page 4111; THENCE, with Dublin's north line,
north 86 degrees 5542" west 261.54'to a ?" diameter rebar(w/cap #3175)set, the
southwest corner of the tract described herein; THENCE,severing the lands of
Ralph Sliger, north 06 degrees 12'32" east, passing through a'?" diameter (w/cap
#3175; set as 300,00'for a distance of698.16'jo a point of beginning. This tract
contains 3.9734 acres.
TRACT III: Lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows, to-wit: BEGINNING at a point in the south right of way of
Kentucky Highway 121,said point being 668 feet East of the intersection of the
South right of way of Kentucky Highway 121 and the east right of way of
Kentucky Highway 893; THENCE,South 2 degrees 10'East 1282.09(erroneously
referred to in Deed Book 174, Card 436, as "1282.0") feet to an iron stake;
THENCE, North 88 degrees 40' East for a distance of 349.89 feet to an iron stake.
THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE, North 88 degrees 40' East 100 feet to
an iron stake; THENCE, North 2 degrees 10' West for a distance of 125'to an iron
stake, THENCE. South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100'to an iron stake;
THENCE,South 2 degrees 10'East for a distance of 125'to the point of beginning.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements* favor ofthe estate of said coal, oil, gas,and other minerals, ifany.
Being the same property conveyed to Dan Thibeault, from John Thibeault, siltgie
by deed dated November 12, 20(19 and recorded November 12, 2009 in Deed Book
810 and Page 320, in the office tit the Calloway County Clerk:
The aforementioned property shall be sold on.a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at Ircirer annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes..
This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
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lowing described property. All personal property will be grouped in lot numbers.
Bids on personal property must conform by specifying the lot number and bidder's price for that particular lot number. Bidders on the real estate must be will,
inkand able to close aul.produce certified funds within thirty(30) days of any
acceptance by City of Hardin. Special Warranty Deed to be issued to accepted
bidder on real estate . All items of real estate and personal property are being
sold as is" with no warranties or gaurantees whatsoever. The real estate and
items of personal may be viewed and/or inspected during regular business hours
by contacting Hardin City Hall at(270)437-4361. The'City of Hardin reserves
the right to reject any or all bids for any reason.
-••
REAL ESTATE:
The "Old" Hardin city Hall located at 90 Commerce Street, Hardin, Kentucky
42048, and being more particularly described -in Deed Book 150, hige 177, .
Marshall County Clerk's Office.
Let No. 70 in the town of Hardin, Kentucky, as shown by plat of said town 61"
record in Deed Book 35, page 393 Marshall County Court Clerk's Office.
EXCEPT: 35 feet off of the South side of said lot coveyed to Voris Utley by deed
dated October 27, 1945 of record in Deed Book 75, page 204 Marshall County
Court Clerk's Office.
Also: Beginning at the Northwest corner of the M.H. Wilson lot; thence, North
with Main Street 5 feet to the Southwest corner of the !man Jones Garage lot
which is Lot No. 71; thence, East with the South line of the Irvan Jones Garage
lot 150 feet to Wades Alley; thence, South 5 feet to the Northeast corner of the
M.H. Wilson lot; thence, with M.H. Wilson's North line to the point of the beginning, said parcel being 5 feet off of the South side of I..ot No. 71.
PERSONAL PROPERTY:
LOT el: Desk, Computer Table. Chair,& Adding Machine.
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1st Month

LOT #2:5 Assorted Chairs

:1i

PLAINTIFF.

FANNIE 1i4ORRISONNUNKNOWN.SPOUSE,
IF ANY,OF FANNIE MORRISON,&
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $2,842.28, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky,•to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00.a4n.. local time, or thereabout, the following described proper,ty located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as
follows:
Lots Numbered 779,-780, 781, 784, 785, 775, 776, 777, 778, 373,772,773,774,
Unit No. 1 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation Subdivision as shown by
plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 2 at Page 91, in the office ofthe Clerk
of the CallowarCounty Court.
The above-described property is hereby transferred and conveyed subject to the
following protective covenants:
I. Any or all buildings or construction to be of good mateAals and workmanship
(wood or masonry construction i; No lean-to or shacks permitted. No converted
buses, street cars or such will be permitted at any time.

5. Only professionally made tents ntay be left standing permanently. No homemade tents of degrading appearance will be permitted.

LOT #5: Metal Desk & High Back Chair

6. West Kentucky Electric' Corporation right of way reserved.
LOT #6: Four(4)Phones & Phone System
PVA Map .
N7a..-11:15rk,
0772
LOT #7: Bathroom Cabinet
LOT #8: Two(21 Diamond-Plated Truck Tool Boxes & One iii White Tool Box
Jason F. Darnell
Hardin City Attorney
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
- CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00511
BANK OF AMERICA, NA,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

Being a portion of that property conveyed to Fannie Morrison by deed frem
Southwood Development Corporation, dated July 7, 1969, of record on Microfilm
in Book 141, Card 102, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days. but if sold on a credit of60.days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent I 10tH of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty (60( days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject
to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This'7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE OF SALE

JEFFREY S. HENDERSON,TAMERA HENDERSON,
A/K/A TAMERA L HENDERSON,CAPITAL ONE
BANK(USA), NA, DISCOVER BANK,ISSUER OF
THE DISCOVER CARD, BY ITS SERVICING AGENT,
DFS SERVICES,LLC,THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY,INTERNAL
REViNUE SERVICE,SOMERHILL CAPITAL

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12,C1-00317

DEFENDANTS

40.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on February 13, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in th& approximate amount of $40,675.63, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 14, 2013, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway founty, Kentucky, with its address being 1508 Beckett Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly describe.,
The following described tract or parcel of land, lying and
County, Kentucky, to-wit:

ing in Calloway

thence, South 86 degrees 58' 11" West - 140.62 feet with the said Hornbeck North
Property Line to an existing iron pin at the Southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;

HAZEL Eltt-ERPR1SES, LLC,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

ADAM L. GALLOWAY
MARY D. GALLOWAY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. KENTUCKY,
GRAVES GILBERT CLINIC,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $3,274.70, plus interest, etc.. I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse.door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, el public auctjon on Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 93 Season Lane,
Murray. KY 42071, IPVA Map No. 084-C-0001-00007)and being more particularly
described as follows.
Tract 1: Lot 7, Circle "K" Mobile Home Park, Unit II, as shown on Plat Book 14,
Page 2, Slide 1207, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Tract II: Being Lot fi in a subdivision of Charles R. Knight, recorded in Book 14,
Page 2. Slide 1207, in the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.

thence, North 3 degrees 44' 24" West - 105.14 feet with the Ronnie Hutson East
Property Line, Book 152, Card 2957 to aa existing iron pin at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract orand;

This includes the sale of a trailer currently located on said property, described as
a 1980 Aladdin Mobile Home, VIN #591.

thence, North 87 degrees 0141" East - 140.50 feet with the Evon Kelly South
Property Line, Book 153, Card 1948 to a #4 Rebar set at the Northeast corner of
the herein described tract of land;

Adam L. Galloway, et tuc., obtained tide to the above-described property by deed
from Lorenzo Watson, et ux.. dated December 28, 2007, of record in Book 726,
Page 519, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway Courth Court.

thence, South 3 degrees 48' 40" East. 105.00 feet with the West side of Becket
Drinte the point of beginning;

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days, but if sold on a credit of60 daysr.the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 110%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty 160) days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be'sold subject to
the 2012 ad valorem taxes.

This property is subject-to all previously conveyed easements and rights-of-ways.
This property-does not lie within a flood prone area.
Being the same property conveyed to Jeffrey S. Henderson and wife, Tamera
Henderson who acquired title, With rights otzukrvivorship, by virtue of a deed from
Clifton Jones and wife, Catherine Jones, by Billie Wilson, their attorney-in-fact.
dated July 7, 1996, filed July 14, 1995, recorded in Deed Book 216, Page 202,
County Clerk's Office, Calloway County. Kentucky.
•
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold one credit of 30 days, the Purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten-percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the 2013 ad
valorem taxes.
This 21st day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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NOTICE OF SAE

4. No junk yards of any kind permitted. .
LOT #4: Computer Desk & Gray Chair

StatItitalkithillAIME

111Vt‘.

111

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE ,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-C1.00422

3. No livestock to be kept on property except a pony or horse may be ridden on
Public roads or riding trails during daylight hours.

LOT #3: Long L-Shaped Table

ree!

•New Ctimati(
Av.111,1)
*24 7 S
*pp

•

2. All construction to be at least 20 feet from road right of way and not less than 5
feet from 'adjoining property lines.

Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Northeast corner of the Dave Hornbeck Property, Book 171, Cirrd 817; said point
being an existing iron pin 343.81 feet North of the centerline of Tabard Drive and
24.36 feet West of the centerline of Becket Drive;

020

SUOSCRII3E!

Money Order

Notice

A 0.339 acre tract ofland as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, June, 1991, located at 1508 Becket Drive in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky, shown as Lot 9. Block "J", Unit II of Canterbury
Estates Subdivision, Plat Book 3, Page 63 and being more particularly described
as follows:

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Please take notice that the City Hall of Hardin, Kentucky will accept sealed bids
on Monday, March 11, 2013, ay 6:00 p.m. at the new Hardin City Hall for the fol-

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA,

MN ST.
)N, KY
7-0110

010

8DVX1dSEMENT FOR BIDS ON SURPLUS PROPERTY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUNY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00119
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for all your advertising needs.

753-1 91 6

This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted, .
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
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SW LOAN HOLDINGS, LLC,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

The Murray Independent Schott we receive sealed
proposals at the offices of the Murray Board of
Education for the furnishing of a/ materials, tools,
etkapment, lobo( and superveson required for the
completion of "Warm independent Schools. New
Mum-Purposs Gymnasium, Murray, Kentucky".
Proposals will be received until, but no later than
QQ
p.m, prevailing sine on March 21 2013 Men opened
and publicly read akx/d

•

KARAM, INC , ET AL,SEWA S }MINDER,
COMMONWEALTH SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, U.S. SMALL
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,CALLOWAY
COUNTY, KENTUCKY, CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 9, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff, BW
Loan Holdings, LLC, in the approximate amount of $1,271,891.50, plus per diem
interest of $412.07 from February 22, 2012, to the date ofjudgment until paid,
plus all other interest, coats, fees, expenses, and/or advances, etc., I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
March 14, 2013, at the hour of 1000 cm., local time, or thereabout, the following
described real property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, commonly known as
the Qiiality kin, with its address being 1210 North 12th Street, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
The land referred to in this Commitment is situated in the City of Murray, County
of Calloway, State of Kentucky, and is described as follows:
A tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc. of Murray,
Kentucky on July 18, 1996, located at the Southeast corner of the Intersection of
US Highway 641 and Southwood Drive in the City of Murray Calloway County,
Kentucky, and being known as Tract 1 of the Minor Subdivision Plat of the Theme
Karvounis property as recorded in Plat Book 20, Page 10, and being moge particularly described as follows:

A prebid conference willbe held on March 5, 2013 at
10:00 A.M., prevailing time, at the srte At bidders
should plan on attending this meeting
Copies of the bidding documents may be obtained
from Paducah Blueprint, 999 Broadway, Paducah, KY,
42001 (270-444-6171). A 5% Bid Security and 100%
Performance and Payment Bond are required /or this
Proinct
The sconng of bids/proposals a subject to Reciprocal
preference for Kentucky resident bidders and
Preferences for a Qualified Bidder
The owner reserves the nght to accept or reject an"(
all bids and/or waive any rforrnakbes in the bids
received where such acceptance, reliction, or waiver
is considered to be in the best interest of the Owner

010

Thence South 03 degrees 41 minutes 50 seconds West for a distance of 231.63 feet
with the West line of the John Randolph property to an Iron pin (found), said pin
being a point.on the West line of the John Randolph property and a point on the
East line of the herein described tract of land;
•
Thence South 03 degrees 44 minutes 32 seconds West for a distance of 30.00 feet
with the West line of the John Randolph property to a #4 rebar (set), said rebar
being• point on the Wert line of the John Randolph property and the Southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence North 86 degrees 15 minutes 28 Seconds West for a distance of 300.00 feet
with the North line of Tract 2 of the remaining portion of the Thanos Karvounis
property to a #4 rebar (set), said rebar being the southerly most Southwest cornef
of the herein described tract of land;
Thence North-56 degrees 35 minutes 37 seconds West for a distance of 151.55 feet
with the North line of Tract 2 of the remaining portion of the Theme Karvounis
property tO a #4 rebar (set), said rebar being the Northwest corner of Tract 2 of the
Mance Karvounis property and the Southeast corner of the herein described tract
of land;
Thence North 20 degrees 37 minutes 18 seconds East for a distance of 115.00 feet
with the East line of Tract 3,(to be dedicated to the City of Murray), to a #4 rebar
(set), said rebar being the Northeast corner of Tract 3 and the Northwest corner of
the herein described tract of land;
Thence North 72 degrees 40 minutes 06 seconds East for a distance of 180.27 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to a concrete right-of-way monument (found), said monument being a point on the North line of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence North 84 degrees 13 minutes 04 seconds East for a distance of 168.64 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to a concrete right-of-way monument (found), said monument being a point on the North line of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence South 76 degrees 48 minutes 16 seconds East for a distance Of 11.31 feet
with the South right-of-way ofSouthwood Drive to a fence post (found), said fence
post being a point on the North line of the herein described tract of land;
The
South '71 degrees 00 minutes 32 seconds East for a distance of 54.35 feet
with the South right-of-way of Southwood Drive to the point of beginning, said in
previous deed to contain 2.2Xegais.
Being the same property conveyed to Sunburst Murray, KY, Inc., a Kentaicky corporation, by Deed dated February 7, 2006 of record in Deed Book 631, Page 205, in
the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY main COURT
\.•
tylvirA,Iction No. 12-CI-00423
PLAINTIFF,

NeTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of 30,108.20, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, tO the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, February 28, 2013,
at the hour of 10:00 cm., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 407 North Fourth
Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
56 feet off of the South side of the East half of Lot No. 148 in Bolen's Addition to
the town of Murray, Ky., and the plat to
is recorded in Deed Book
Page
117, of the County Court Clerk's office, Calloway County.
Leslie R.Humphreys obtained title to the above-described property pursuant to
the Last Will and Testament of Anna F Humphreys, said Will being of record in
Will Book 2, Card 827, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
(Anna F, Humphrey(s)obtained title by deed from Minnie Crawford, et vir., dated
May 16, 1066, of record on Microfilm in Book 150, Card 2063, in the office aforesaid.
The afolementioned property shall be sold'ona cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days, but if sold on a credit of60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within sixty (60) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but same shall be sold subject to
the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 7th day of February, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

ARROW FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC,
BONNIE WILLS,CALVARY PORTFOLIO
SERVICES, LLC,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION,
LVNV FUNDING, LLC, MICHAEL WELL9,

BANK OF AMERICA, NA,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER
TO BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P., FKA
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P.

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
In the approximate amount of $2,886.25, plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 7, 2013, at
the hour of 1000 am., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 393 Meacham
Drive, New Concord, KY, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lots 451A, 4515. 452A and 4525 of Unit 1 of Kentucky Lake Development
Corporation. Inc., as shown by plat of the same which is recorded in Plat Book 2,
Page 91, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The above identified lots are transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenants and exceptions running with said land as shown on said plat as recorded in Plat Book 2, Page 91, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Caere
Michael Wells, and wife, Bonnie Wells, obtained title to the above-described property by deed from Henry Clay Mitchell, and wife, Sally Mitchell, dated April 24.
2003, of retard in Deed Book 488, Page 505, in the oRloe of the Clerk of the
Callaway County Court
The akeenrodianed property shall be sold on •cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days, but if mid on•enidit 4110 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the antwaisaitmer ten pane*(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
I.be peid in hth within Pithy (110) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest a LI% per mom from the data at aide until paid, and fully due and payable
*thirty days. A lienrital be retained on the property as additional security
olladediaquent tents shall be reeertained lied paid, but same shall he mold subject
he the 2012 ad valorem tease.
This 7th dey of Fibreary,
Reapestilthly enithiSbad,
MAK W.MUIR
Masai! Cleamieelemer
Calloway Cher* Court

Send resume to jdavid@inf-grp.corn
or call 270-767-2518

Tri-State International Trucks of
Murray is now hiring full-time
Diesel Service Technicians
This career opportunity is for someone with experience working on Heavy/Medium
duty diesel trucks. Compensation will depend
on qualifications including computer skills. TriState otters great wages, insurance package,
401(k), paid vantion & holidays, and secure
employment. Apply in person at:
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: jcrabtree@tristatelnternational.net
Or fax to 279-753-6773
Call 279-753-1372 for more information

VS.

Year Round Rider Program
PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JUDY OZMUN, ET AL

DEFENDANTS

Drivers Home Most Weekends

Orientation Pay
Dedicated run available

Pursuant to a judgment and order of sale and to satisfy the judgment of the
Plaintiff in the amount of approximately $122,220.55 in the above styled action,
the Special Master Commissioner,'Dim Blankenship, will offer for sale on or
about the hour of 10:00 a.m., on February 28, 2013, at public auction to the highest biddtrat the Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray,
Kentucky,,the following described property:
332 LONG DRIVE, MURRAY, KY 42071
Lot(s) 290 and 291 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is of record in Plat Book No. 3 at Page No, 48, Slide 148, in the office of the
Calloway County Court.

Property is to be sold for cash or in the alternative, on credit for thirty (30)days
with ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash due on the date of sale. If
sold on credit, purchaser shall be required to execute•bond with approved surety
per KRS 426.706, unpaid balance shall bear interest at the rate of 12% per
annum from date of sale until paid. The bond shall have the force and effect of a
judgment and shall remain a lien on the property sold as additional security for
the payment of the purchase price and all interest thereon. The Special Master
Commissioner shall approve the bond. Any deposit or sale bond shall be waived if
the Plaintiff is the successful bidder at the sale. To the extent applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of redemption. The purchaser
shall be responsible for ad valorem taxes for the year 2013 and subsequent years. This sale may be canceled and any announcements made'at the
sale take precedence over printed matter contained herein. The Special Master
Commissioner does not have access to the inside of the above mentioned property
Dated this the let day of February, 2013
TOM BLANKENSHIP
Special Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
909 Main Street

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE DRIVING
OPPORTUNITIES
Call (573) 785-1088 Ext 215

Food
Manufacturing
Company located in
Paris, TN seeking full
time Food Safety &
Quality
Technician.
Responsibilities:
Quality Control, Safety,
Research
Development.
Requirements:
Bachelor degree in a
Physical Sciences or
related field; Ability to
work
independently
with minimum supervision; Strong math and
organizational skills;
Intermediate or above
knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel Software programs; Must
be able to develop and
maintain spreadsheets;
lab, QC, and formulation knowledge/experience a plus; Applicable
real world experience
may be substituted for
formal
education.
Email resume with at
least 3 reference to
fsqtechnician@gmail.c
om; Equal Opportunity
Employer/M/F/DN; TN
Drug Free Workplace
Employer

SEASONAL CDL driver. Clagts A required.
Apply in__.person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
SECRETARY Wanted
Math, Computer and
people skills a must.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 816 Murray, KY
42071
090
Domestic 1 CNidcare

PO Box 571
Benton, KY 42025
270-627-1444

CONSIGNING MOTHERS
RN-LPN 8A-8P wk-end
baylor, work 12 hrs get
paid 18 hours
RN-LPN 8P-8A wk-end
baylor, work 12 hours
gel paid 18 hours
Apply in person at
Green Acres Health
West
Care,
402
Farthing St., Aitay5eid,
KY

Are you looking for a
reliable caretaker? I
will care for your loved
one in
home/resthome/hospital. Any hours.
270-293-1889

Apply on-line it ivencgregorylogistics.com or
In Person it 2844 Fair Street, Poplar Bluff, MO 63901

N a a
a
•a
a,
• Paris Landing State Paris Inn
a
400 Lodge Road
•
Buchanan, TN 38222
.0.
•
• We are accepting applications
a
a
ON-LINE for
•
•
Hospitality Manager 1
a
•
Applicants
must
possess
a minimum of a
•
• 5 years full-time volume food service•
• work including at least 2 years of
.supervisory experience Experience in
.banquets. catering. and Restaurant •
el
• Management a must
•
•
$2490-$3983/month
•
a
a Medical insurance, paid annual days •
to
& holidays,
•
,IN
•
Apply ON-LINE only
is
•
Now until March 12, 2013 at
Is
ki
http://tn.govidohri
a
a
employmont/applIcintshtml
•
e,
•
in
•
•
•
•
•
le
r ---ILILM.Ilicia x_i_m_m_mia.

MURRAY
REAL ESTATE
96/hr Licensing Class
March 4-April 24
Nights
Mon/Tues/Wed.
Register by text/phone
270-223-0789. With
Debit/Credit Card
$980.
Register with
Check/Cash by
appointment or it
KeNer-Williams Office,
HWY. 641
deloieeedernsOyshoo corn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger coen,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and Focal job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwolt.com
• are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
rh listings Thank you

LA R
SELEtT.
USED APP
WARD E

• '5 E Soo(

(270) 75

m
2 row
tobacco sette
Excellent
293-0774

FIRE Wood
For Sale
270-226-3741

Firewood For
Delivered: $4,
270-293-789:i

NICE 2BR I
rent. No pets.
953-9866

-RUSIN'
OPPORTU

Kentucky Busi
Investment an
Franchise Mar
Company with
growth potenti,
able from retiri
30K down. Re:
P.O. Box 1601
Louisville, KY
MEDICAL
WANT

Guardian Ang(
PAs-full time 2
(502) 495-1191
www.guardiam
staffing.com.
MISCELLA

Ware to Boy

CDL drivers wanted.
Apply in person at
Henry Farmers Co-op.
5 Highway 641
, Murray.

BED Queen
mattress set
plastic $195
270-293-41;
deliver.

lk
ROUND bi
for sale. 293-

$1,000.00 0TH Sign On Bonus

PLAINTIFF,

DEFENDANTS,

Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.

Health, Dental, Life,
Supple-mental Insurance

Being the same property Quit Claimed to Jamieson Gregory Burris a/kJa
Jamieson Burris, from Kelly Andrea Burris, single, by Quit Claim Deed dated
January 5, 2005 and recorded January 21, 2005 in Deed Book 579, Page 417
records of the Calloway County Court Clerk. Jamieson Gregory Burris died on
July 6, 2010.

NOTICE OF SALE

the Murray area

Excellent Pay-.33 per mile/up to .38 per mile

lama;The following terms are in effect unless otherwise mentioned above:
VS.

Immediate openings for full time

Must Have (2tYears CMV Expenence

Being the same property conveyed to Jamieson Burns and wife, Kelly Andrea
Burris by General Warranty Deed, from William T. Spencer and wife, Wanda L.
Spencer, dated October 27, 1997and filed November 9, 1999, of record Book 332,
Page 212, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00247

Infinity Group

CLASS A CDL REQUIRED

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions as set forth in
Deed Book No. 140 at Page 257 in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court and such restrictions are specifically referred to and incorporated herein as
if same were written herein in full.

This 21st day of February, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Mater Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

people that are looking to advance.
Growth opportunity for the right

OTR DRIVERS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
„, CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 12-CI-00128

2 beautiful pr
es for sale F.
12. Phone 7
interested G

FOR Sale I
System
4 controllers,
games. $400
8721 after 51

060

Assembly Workers in

40

•
**mil.) Ind •

1

1102 Chestnut, Murray

DEFENDANTS

puzzle

25 614 8
4 7 8 96 3
9 3 1 2 5 7
7 8 5 3 1 4
6 4 2 79 5
3 1 9 68 2
1 9 3 4 2.6
8 6 7 5 3 1
5 2 4 8 79

people. Apply in person at:

CAPITAL ALLIANCE FINANCIAL, LLC,
CITY OF MURRAY, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
KENTUCKY,DH CAPITAL MANAGEMENT,INC.,
KLAS PROPERTIES,LLC,1ESLIE R. HUMPHREYS,
LOURDES HOSPITAL, INC.,SOUTHERN
TAX SERVICES, LLC, UNKNOWN SPOUSE,
IF ANY, OF LESLIE R. HUMPHREYS,

Calloway PVA Map No. 041-0-0207-A.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner one-third (1/3) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shkil• be sold subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.

8 *
1
3

3 7'9
1 2 5
4 6 8
2 9 6
8 3 1
7 5 4
5 8 7
9 4 2
6,1 3

Finish Line Car Wash & Detail
is accepting aplications for
Full-Time Daytime Help. Hiring

Being the same property conveyed to Karam, Inc., a Utah corporation, by deed
dated February 21, 2007, of record in Deed Book 682, Page 721, in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk.

Also to be included in this sale: All personal property of Karam, Inc., on or related to the premises on the date of sale, including, but not limited to, all Personal
Property (as such term is defined in the Mortgage attached to the Complaint as
Exhibit C), all Collateral(as such term is defined in the Commercial Security
Agreement attached to the Complaint as Exhibit El, and all Rents(as such term is
defined in the Assignment of Rents attached to the Complaint as Exhibit H), provided, however, that Plaintiff shall retain all its right, title and interest in, and
there is not included in the foreclosure sale, the right to receive all rente,'unds,
rebates luxi/ir credits collected or related to events which occur on or beforF confirmation of sale and delivery of deed.

f,

LAIR
Rothe

HAZEL ENTERPRISES,I-1r,
VS.

Answer to previous

010
Legal
Notice

Want to bu
and non-run
and trucks .0
PARTS 759-1

By leave Green

V23
5
6
3958
4

010
Legal
Notice

Beginning at•fence post (found oopthe South right-of-way of SouiirSoodDrive 150
right-of-way, 490 feet East of the centerline of US Highway 641, and being the .
Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the,Northwestiernar
,of
the John Randolph property;

HAZEL ENTERPRISES, LLC,

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on s 9x9 grid with
several green numbers The °boo is to peace the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepes Sudoeu increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00004

Murray i.e

Murray Ledger & Times

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.

coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
&good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

Top Prtces Paid Fo
r; •
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
1 SO
Articles
For Si,
2 beautiful prom dresses for sale. Size 8 and
12. Phone 759-3197 if
interested. Great price.
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic $196 270-29341 21 Can deliver.
ROUND bales of hay
for sale 293-4596

Airlines Are Hi
Train for Hand
Aviation Cares
approved prog
Financial aid if
Job placement
tance. Call Avi
Institute of Ma
888-207-2053.

Attend Collegt
from home. '14,/
'Business,'Cr
Justice, *Hosp
placement ass
Computer avai
Financial AI ii
SCHEV authoi
866-460-9765
VAW4.CenturaC

DISH Network
at $19.99/mon
mos.) & High I
Internet start!)
$14.95/month
available.) SAN
about Same D
lation! CALL N
888-548-1667.

Divorce With c
children;$125.1
Include name
and property a
agreement. St
dreds. Fast an
Call 1-888-732
2417

Hvhspeed Into
EVERYVVHER
satellite' Speck
12mbps I (200)
than dial-up)
$49.95/mo Ca
go fast! 1-888-

singles if
glepaid opera)
real people /kr
Browse greetir
exchange mem
and connect Ili
free Call now
979-2264

Sawmills frnm
$3097 00 MAI
lUonoy with vo

Apertosna For Runt

Ind with
nines 1 to
n and each
ifficully level
iunday

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks -KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
ISO
Arlicies
For Saki

uzzie

oin

48
6
57
14
95
82
26
31
79

2 beautiful prom dresses for sale. Size 6 and
12. Phone 759-3197 if
interested. Great price.
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195
270-293-4121.
Can
deliver.
FOR Sale: Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call 2278721 after 5 p.m.
ROUND bales- of hay
for sale. 293-4596

ipment.
ements:
Jegree in a
iciences or
d; Ability to
iependently
:Urn supervig math and
mal skills;
te or above
'of Microsoft
Excel Softrams; Must
develop and
)readsheets;
ind formulaedge/expens; Applicable
experience
bstituted for
education.
ime with at
aference to
an@gmail.c
Opportunity
AIFIDN; TN
Workplace

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray. • 2BR IBA, No Pets
Lease arid deposit 'North of Murray
270-759-4826
required 753-4109.
1BR, 1BA apartment
3BR, IBA. $600/month
for rent. All appliances
978-1400
including W/D. dishwasher
and
411 S 8th St 3BR,
microwave. Pet friendly. Available February 1.SBA. $595/mo plus
$800/dep.
22nd. $395/mo.
313-801-1918
270-293-9493
270-978-6000
4BR house Lease and
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
deposit required
No Pets 753-0259
270-753-4109.
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
SEVERAL homes for
locations.
Coleman
rent in various locaReal Estate. 753-9898
tions. Coleman Real
2BR duplex with C/H/A, Estate 270-753-9898
all appliances furnished, no pets,
SMALL 2BR rental
270-293-5842
house. 1 mile south of
Calloway Gardens 'city limits. 227-6431 ot
293-6156
Essex Downs

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
,^5 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
190
Farm Equipment
mechanica
2 row
tobacco setter for sale
Excellent
condition
293-0774

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
270-527-1311. MonFn.
9am-3pm
Equal
!lousing Opportunity.
apartment in
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

G&C
STCIRAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

L CDL dnvA required.

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday; Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

10X10's & 10x15's

(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
lnside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

STATEWIDES

..person at

$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.
380
Pets & Supplies

REDUCED by $18K.
4BR, 3BA, 2,675/soft
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools. $147K
270-761-6150

Pets Supplies
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Used Cars
1970 Dodge Charge
FITT 440 Magnum
automatic, BLACK ON
BLACK, factory A/C
asking $8500, tim
many7@juno.com
502-354-8759.

Public Sale

Campers

AUSTIN Auction
Service.
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2003 Splingdale by
Keystone12f1 slideout.
pull
30ft. bumper
$: •• 70-293-4602

Murray Ledger & Times Fat
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
s subg.ct to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makesit
!legal to advertise aw preference, limitation or diScnmination based' qp race, color, religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national origin, or inten-:
ion to make any such prefer-.
criers, limitations or disi-nmitia-.
lion.
•
State laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any:
advertising for real estate which'
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

RY Wanted
nputer and
ills a must.
Ime to P.O.
Murray, KY

& Childcare

>king for a
etaker? I
r your loved

lome/hospidrS
189

Kentucky Business
Investment and
Franchise Marketing
Company with national
growth potential available from retiring owner.
30K down. Reply C.E.O.
P.O. Box 16010,
Louisville, KY 40256.
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Guardian Angel CNAsPAslull time 2nd shift.
(502) 495-1199
www.guardianangelstaffing.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

Ito Buy

1, Call Larry

i old U.S.
Ilections.
Dr large.
)3-6999

paid for
sed guns
Sporting
195.12th,
day

id air condid carpeting,
refrigerator,
gas heater,
ows.

o P,11,:

Airlines Are Hiring
Train for Hands On
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified Job placement assistance. Call Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
888-207-2053.
Attend College Online
from home. 'Medical,
'Business,'Criminal
Justice, 'Hospitality. Job
placement assistance.
Computer available.
Financial Alt1 if qualified.
SCHEV authorized. Call
866-460-9765
envw.CenturaOnline.com
DISH Network. Starting
at $19.99/month (for 12
mos.) & High Speed
Internet starting at
$14.95/month (where
available.) SAVE! Ask
about Same Day installation! CALL Now! 1888-548-1667.

WELRY
SANS

>uy running
unning cars
KEY AUTO
)-9694

ides
Sele
prom dressSize 6 and
759-3197 if
Great price

Pillow Top
at. NEW in
95 270-293deliver.

ales of hay
G-4596

Divorce With or Without
children$125.00.
Includes name change
and property settlement
agreement. Save hundreds. Fast and easy
Call 1-888-733-7165,
24/7
Highspeed Internet
EVERYWHERE by
satellite! Speeds up to
12mbps!(200x faster
than dial-up.) Starting at
$49.95/mo. Call now &
go fast! 1-888-689-1456

:i ‘f

singles right now!
secl operators, just
real people like you
Browse greetings.
exchange messages
and connect live Try rt
free. Call now 1-888979-2264
SawrnMa from only
$3997.00- Make & Save
Money with your own

bandmili- Cut lumber
any dimension. In stock
ready to ship. Free
info/DVD:
www.NonvoodSaWmills.c
om 1-800-578-1363 Ext.
3000N.

M

URRAY
CONSTRUCTION
&ow atvaii To
COMPUT/OW
WC" WOW' WWI YOU
Rtaiai 41/0
Commiseeme
40ornow 4410
RAI/a/Arrow

SERVICES
Save on Cable TVInternet-Digital PhoneSatellite. You've got a
choice! Options from All
major service providers.
Call us to learn more!
Call today. 888-6861281.
TRUCK DRIVERS
• HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to drive
for Werner Enterprises!
Earn $750 per week!
Local CDL Training gets
you job ready in 3
weeks! 1:877-243-1812.
Act Now. Mid American
'Truck Driving School. No
CDL no problem. WIA
program if .
qualified/financing available. Your new career
starts here. Call 855666-061B/507447-6070.
Apply Now! CDL Drivers
in Demand! Get your
COL training in 16 days
at Truck America
Training and go to work!
State WIA Grants and
VA Accepted. Tuition
financing available. 1st
yr. avg. $38-$40,000 per
ATA (502) 955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.
Averitt offers CDL-A drivers a strong, stable.
profitable career.
Experienced drivers and
recent grads - Excellent
Benefits, Weekly hometime. Paid training. 888362-8608
AverittCareers.corn
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/B1H
Trucking Company now
taking students! no CDL,
No Problem! State WIA
Program if qualified or
financing available 888780-5539 vnvwfacebook.comMdschool.
Company Drivers: $2500
Sign-On Bonus! Super
Service is hiring solo
and team drivers.
Excellent hometime
options. COL-A required
Recent graduates with
COLA welCome. Call
888-691-4472 online at
imvw.supersenneellc.com

Flatbed Drivers New pay
scale-start @.37 cpm.
Up to .04 corn Mileage
Bonus. Home weekends, insurance and
401K. Apply @
Boydandsons.com 800648-9915.

ifyotiv*tItw,casstoriir

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I270i 226 5144

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

cepting
Care Account:
,

HILL SEPTIC

PtJmPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKIN‘
All *or Seek Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
' Sao& & Mulch

(270)293-0444

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliabl.,
DependatFree Estimat,
Free Stump Remk,,
Cell 270-293-448u
Home 270-437-3044

Greg Mansfield

-Trimming
-Stump Grinding

Garage Door

-Firewood

Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

-Insured

(270)489-2839

IN

The Stars Show the Kind of
e: 5-Dynamic;
Day You'll
4-Positive; 3- era e; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

AtifEalMarch 21-April 19)
**** Defer to others. You'll
come up with unusial answers
because of your ability to bypass
certain situations. Others initially
Gypsum Express
might react strangely, but don't
Regional Hauls for
Flatbed Company Driver. worry ... they will adjust. Your
Ask about New
imagination could stretch far in
Performance Bonus
present circumstances. Tonight:
coming April 1st & much
Listen to suggestions.
more. Call Brian 866TAURUS (April.20-May 20)
317-6556 x3 or
*** You might have more to
wy.w.gypsumexpress.co
complete than you realize. An
m.

Al/ sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

n

ed Jurriewhert to

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

Cd117 1
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
lieleselaUtemerdal/Beslieseal
James C. Mows
WWW.OECLA.C.NET

(270)759-0890

fer"vir\
MCCUISTON
ROOFING

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

Great Hometown Service
I

MANAG1 \11 \ I

BY

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

812 Whltnell Ave. • 753-3853

cu Itititteey

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big,or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
270-293-0476.

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

resident's' aleilffille.
Free estimates &
ireferences available.

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All'
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
Or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electnrity, and 24/7 Surveillance

stop. your Itur

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

• weekly & special picku
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Doe r spend your 'money out0
state keep d local"

(270) 293-8480
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday,Feb.28,2013:
This .year you seem to inspire
others on a deep level, especialDrivers - Hiring
ly close loved ones and friends.
Experienced/Inexperienc
Your trademark will he to look
ed Tanker Drivers! Earn
up to $.51 per mile1New squarely at life-and-death issues
before coming to your own conFleet Volvo Tractors! 1
year OTR Exp. Req. clusions about a life philosophy.
Tanker training available. If you are single, you certainly
Call Today: 877-882are desirable. You will Meet
6537
www.OakleyTransportco someone of the caliber you seek
sometime after June 2013. If
m.
you are attached, your sweetie
.Drivers: Inexperienced?
most likely will want to particiGet on the Road to a
pate in your search for depth and
Successful Career with
meaning. If not, his or her
CDL training.Regional
adjustment to the new you could
training locations. Train
and WORK for Central
be a little rocky. LIBRA always
Refrigerated (877) 369is congenial.
7192 www.centraltruckdrivingjobs.com.

DEV[LOPMENT

753-9562
www.hillelectric scorn

HALL'S

vierv..murrayconst.com
270-293-9170
ALTERATIONS
SUE 489-2940

MAK MIMS
01.0.0411.1•1•1•

Drivers, ALL Miles Paid:
39+cpm Solos, 49+cpm
Teams. Regional lanes,
assigned trucks, flexible
home time, bonus
potential, pet/rider policy,
family atmosphere. CDLA, 1 year. 877-334-9677
wivw.Drive4NDL.com.

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

MICKEY WILSON

-Removal

Hwy.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Hill Electric

210-03-0411

Real Estate

Corner oft 121 S.& Glendale.

Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
THREE bey shop or
rent. One 12' door, two SBG Real
9' or 10' doors. Great
Prof
location off 121 South.
293-7872.

1550 St. Rt. 121S

NEW

FIRE Wood
For Sale
270-226-3741

BEAUTIFULLY remod
home,
1274
eled
Hickory Grove Rd
Almo 3BR, 2BA with
garage.
Recent
upgrades include new
.flooring,
paint,
4.;,,i..
,..clocc
heat/AC, roof, and sepfor turn key
tic. This is a must seer
$117,000 call 978-7646
for more info or a tour.
Serious inquiries
Photos available upon
270-293-4602
request

For Sale or Leas;
The Bullpen
fiesta U rant
Building
110 S 5th St.

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

"
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Hanes For Sae

Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375

0

NICE 28R trailer for
rent. No pets.
953-9866

wers
IE

For Rag

270-7534556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

Slanted

anufacturing
located in
seeking full
i Safety &
Technician.
iibilities:
ntrol, Safety,

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
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All our line ads are placed online
for FREEFrorn pets to used cars
Check the CLASSIFIEDS
for all you needs!
753-1916

lig Jacquelin Blgar
associate or a meeting could be ber pushes you beyond reason. way out. Tonight: Where the
more challenging than you antic- Try not to play into this person's crowds are.
ipated. In the future, take some manipulative ways. Your com- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
time and do a little more passion will come across dearly *** Others will follow your lead
research on what might be going if you -stay neutral. Tonight: Do if you are just willing to take the
first step toward fixing a problem.
on behind the scenes: Tonight: some shopping.
Someone who admires you
UBRA(Sept.23-Oct 22)
Take care of yourself, first.
****** You are in your ele- might test your patience. A conGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A partner might be more ment, so feel free to pursue a versation or a visit with this perpossessive than you realize, and new path. A family member could son could make a brewing storm
it could resuft in an unpleasant give you a lot of flak, but don't let finally calm down. Tonight: To the
situation. Use your imagination that get to you. An effort to .wee hours.
in order to find an interesting please someone in your day-to- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
path out of this problem. A boss day environment will attract **** Keep reaching out for
lets you know what he or she - more caring than you intended. more information. You won't be
thinks of your work. Tonight: Let Tonight: Avoid going to the wee satisfied until you have clarified a
problem. You could be taking a
hours".
your imagination call the shots.
hard look at something that domSCORPIO(Oct 23-Noi. 21)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to go *** Be aware of the cost of inates your thinking. Be as clear
past a boundary, but someone continuing in your chosen direc- as possible about a money matcould put his or her foot down tion. You might be stubborn, but -ter. Tonight: Let your creativity
just as Vou are about to break don't be stubborn to the point of take over.
free. Detach rather than react. self:destruction. Note how far- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
You might have an interesting out your ideas can-be in a con- **** A partner or art associate
route to make your goals a reali- versation. Infuse more realibrn wants to continue a conversaty. Consider,taking a few days into your day. Tonight: Be tion. This person hopes to convince you of the rightness of his
naughty and nice.
off. Tonight: At home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21) or her ways. Listen, but don't feel
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Make an effort to touch **** You know what you want pressured td agree. New inforbase with others in your immedi- and where you are heading. A mation could color your thinking.
ate circle. You could be taken family member might have a dif- Take your time processing it.
abatl by what _someone has ferent opinion. You could find Tonight: Dinner for two.
been up to behind your back. yourself in a willpower struggle.
Avoid a controlling person, if You come from a very creative BORN TODAY
possible. Remember, the only point of view, and you will find a (Musician Brian Jones(1942)
way to win is not to play. Tonight:
Be more whimsical.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**it Curb a need to keep up
with the Joneses. You are better
off just being you. A family mem-

HOME Weekends $1,000 sign-on bonus,
Regional Flatbed.
Guaranteed pay. Exc.
pay. benefits, Heavy
haul available. No tarp
freight. 0/Ops welcome.
800-554-5664, Ext. 331
www.awttransport.com
Start your new career.
Trucking industry looking
for professional drivers.
Let DCA put you in the
drivers seat. Most extensive training in the
industry. 1-800-8830171.
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors! Immediate
*Cement available
Best opportunities in the
Trucking Business • Call
Today 800-277-0212 or
WVAV primeinc.corn.

ROLLA:
Black Labrador
Retriever/Chow Chow Mix,
female, twelve weeks old

TINA: Female,
TortoiseshelVDomestic
Short Hair Mix, six months
old

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

First Come Basis • No Phone Calls Please

glie au aid imp Es
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
winter meeting in Owensboro Feb,
Members of Up& Murray.14.41id- 26.
dle School cheill team, which
Maxine Scott, Calloway Coun- \_DEAR ABBY: I need help and
won first place in the elemen- ty, helped to represent the PurI can't talk to anyone I know, so
tary division at the 2003,Region- chase area at the State Extension
I'm pouring my heart out to you.
al Championships, were Michael Advisory Council Feb. 15-16 in
My husband is addicted to online
Bokeno,
Logan
Henderson, Lexington.
porn. ..Our sex life has suffered
• Zachary Buck Alex Adams,
massively because of it. He seems
Bank of Murray, Murray's olduninterested in sex with me. I
Michael Hyatt, Dominik Mikul- est and largest bank has been a
had :a feeling that it might be
cik, Steven Arnold, Nick Burnett, part of the community for nearsomething or someone else.
Daniel Hughes, Patrick Hughes ly a century. Granted a charter
My woman's intuition told me
and Jordon Smith.
by the Commonwealth of Kenthere had to
A special of Mind, Body and tucky Dec. 13, 1887, the bank
be a reason
Soul was included in today's edi- was organized on Nov. 4, 1889.
for him turntion, with stories such as "ExerPrincipals of Calloway County
ing to porn,so
cise encouraged in older adults," schools include Ray Dunn, SouthI checked our
"Cleaner air starts with ventila- west; Bob Allen, East; Jim Feltcomputer's
tion" and "Exercise can be found ner, North; Roy Cothran, CCMS;
history
log
in the workplace" included.
and Jerry Ainley, CCHS. Dr.
and found he
Whitney Puckett has been select- Jack Rose is superintendent.
has been surfed as Student of the Week by
Forty years .agk
ing gay porn.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben E. RowHe
does
and WNBS. She is' the daughter land will celebrate their 50th wedwatch
straight
of Kim and Debra Puckett and ding anniversary March 6.
porn, but now
a Calloway County High School
Martha Andrus and Cynthia Hart
peppers
it
By Abigail
senior.
were presented Ideal Sorority Siswith male-onTwenty years ago
Van Buren
ter awards by Omicron Alpha
male porn as
Recent births reported at Mur- Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda Woodwell.
ray-Calloway County Hospital for men of the World sorority.
It has shattered my world. I
Feb. 24, include a boy to MariMr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy
don't know what to think or what
anne Seaford, Gilbertsville and a Sr., will celebrate their 50th wedto do. I can't discuss ,this with
girl to Kelly and Jerry Wysocki, ding anniversary March 10.
my family. They would never view
Murray.
Fifty years ago
him in the same way again. Help!
Dr. and Mrs. Joe H. Jones, of
Winners of speech events of
-- J. IN BRIGHTON, ENGLAND
Benton, will celebrate their 50th various 4-H clubs were Ernie
DEAR J.: Your husband may
wedding anniversary March 7, Williams, Jennifer Potts, Craig
be curious, bisexual or have diswith a reception at United Cum- Calhoun, Beverly Rogers, Keith
covered (late) that he is gay. It
berland Presbyterian Church. The Starks, Debbie Calhoun, Tommy
happens. You need to have a frank
cowle was married on that date Dyer, Vicky Towery,William Ross, conversation with him. Remain
in 1943.
Gail Smith, Becky Bailey, Roy
calm, stay strong and remember
Former Murray State Universi- Smith and' Glenda White.
that you, too, are entitled to a
ty basketball coach Harlan C. _Elected as officers of Thoroughsex life. You have nothing to lose
Hodges (1948-54 seasons) was bred Club were Frank Ryan, Ginby discussing this, and everything
honored during the MSU game ges Wallis, Jimmy Boone, Robert
to gain.
versus Austin Peay.
Bazzell, Joe Pat James and James
If you need more help afterJohn Willoughby, son of Craig Rogers.
ward, consider going online and
and Judy Suiter, of Murray, was
Sixty years ago
contacting the Straight Spouse
elected vice president of the Quad
Hardy Keys Outland, James
Network
at
State Turf Organization.
Lynn Smotherman, Pat Smith, www.straightspouse.org.
Thirty years ago
Harold Linard Hill and James
A recent birth reported at Mur- Paul Bogard were inducted into
DEAR ABBY: I have been in
ray-Calloway County Hospital for the -Army Feb. 19, in Owenstherapy for four years. I like my
therapist, who has helped me
Feb. 8, includes a boy to Capt. boro.
and Mrs. James Bryant, Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. immensely. However, over the past
year she has become increasingKeith M. Heim, of Murray, was Mangess observed their 60th wedly tardy in keeping her appointelected president of the West Ken- ding anniversary Feb. 22.
ment times.
tucky Humane Federation at its

I understand there are sometimes emergencies, but being a
half-hour late every week is excessive. I feel it is disrespectful to
me. She keeps saying I just don't
understand.
How can I get across to her
how frustrated I am? Or do I
need to find a new therapist? -BY THE CLOCK IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR BYTHE CLOCK:Tell
your therapist exactly how this is
affecting you and ask what HER
problem is. She owes you an
explanation.
I agree that being late for your
appointment is disrespectful if it
happens regularly. You may need
to find another therapist. If that's
the case, be sure to tell her why
you are leaving. It takes courage
to be assertive, but it will help
you in your personal growth.
DEAR ABBY: For our 20th
anniversary, my first husband gave
me a diamond anniversary ring.
After running across it again, I
have recently started wearing it.
My husband of seven years is
very offended that I have chosen
to do this. I wear it on the middle finger of my left hand.
I have tried explaining that there
is no sentimental reason for wearing the ring. It's just a beautiful
piece of jewelry. He doesn't want
me to wear it at all, but I do.
Do you have any advice? -- LIKES
THE SPARKLE IN WISCONSIN
DEAR
LIKES
THE
SPARKLE: While the ring may
be just a beautiful piece of jewelry to you, to your husband it
may symbolize the 20-plus years
you spent with someone else. Ask
if he would mind if you had the
stones in the ring remounted into
something you could wear on your
right hand -- or consider selling
it and using the money to buy
another piece of jewelry that would
be less threatening to your current spouse.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wedne'sday, Feb. 27,
the 58th day of 2013. There are
307 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 27, 1933, Germany's
parliament building, the Reichstag
(RYKS'-tahg), was gutted by fire.
Chancellor Adolf Hitler, blaming
the Communists, used the fire as
justification for suspending civil
liberties.
On this date:
In 1801, the District of Columbia was placed under the jurisdiction of Congress.
Et Ak 1EVY

began circulating ope-cent coins
made'of steel plated with zinc
(the steel pennies proved very
unpopular, since they were easily
mistaken for dimes).
In 1951, the 22nd Amendment
to the Constitution, limiting a president to two terms of office, was
ratified.
In 1973, members of the American Indian Movement occupied the
hamlet of Wounded Knee in South
Dakota, the site of the 1890 massacre of Sioux men, women and
children. (The occupation lasted'
until May.)

GP-CAT!

EiL_Of•IIDIE(FA)
IVE WANT TO HAVE A
CELEBRATION TO HONOR
OUR 8055'S RETIRING AFTER
20 YEARS WITHOUT TAKING
A DAY OFF
THAT'S RIGHT
_
20 YEARS'
v•

CAN YOU IMAGINE 20 YEARS OF
HAVING SOMEONE LEANING OVER
YOUR SHOULDER AT WORK?'
THROW IN SOME
EXTRA PARTY HATS
AND A FEW MORE r
•--7 BALLOONS

IDLISTINI(u)
I TOLD HER I CERTAINLY
ADMIRE WOMEN WHO SERVE.

YOU GET UPSET WHEN

ONE WOMAN HAS ON THE
SAME OUTFIT YOU DO.

STAY PUT
Dear
Heloise: I had
several computer mouse
pads that I had
received for
free. I was at
a loss as to
what to do
with all the
other ones.
One day, I was in the kitchen
trying to mix something in a bowl
with the electric mixer. The only
problem was that the bowl kept
moving. I placed one of the mouse
pads under the bowl, and it no
longer slid! I now keep a mouse
pad in the kitchen just for this
purpose. — Linda D. in Missouri
CUTT1NG-BOARD
CONCERNS
Dear Readers: Everyone has
a CUTTING BOARD or two in
the kitchen, and some are in pretty bad shape! Here are recommendations from the United States
Department of Agriculture regarding cutting boards to help keep
food safe:
* Nonporous cutting boards
made of plastic, glass or recycled
materials are easier to clean than
wooden boards.
• Keep at least two cutting

33
34
37
39
43

C0(14)
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'HOW COME
YOU'RE 30 3u:Mir

boards: one for cutting only fruits through the colander. What we
and vegetables, the otherfor meats. did was use a slotted spoon to
After use, wash cutting boards move the egg around a little, then
with hot, soapy water, rinse and just used the spoon to easily
air-dry or dry with paper towels. remove the yolk from the whites.
(Heloise here: Don't use a dish
— Heloise
towel, because it can spread bac- PIE SPICES
teria.) Nonporous and 'solid-wood
Heloise- .Please tell me
cutting boards can be washed in what'Wilt. the-apple-pie spice. I
the dishwasher. (Heloise here: cannot find it in the markets. —
Although the USDA states that a Janet K., via email
wooden cutting board can be put
Apple-pie spice typically is a ,
ina dishwasher, I hand-wash mine.) blend of cinnamon, nutmeg and
* Over time, all cutting boards allspice that gives an apple pie
wear down and need to be replaced. its distinct flavor. It should be
A sure sign that they need replac- - available at the grocery store,
ing is deep grooves that become since it is produced by major spice'
difficult to proji,
erly clean.
manufacturers. However, if you
— Heloise
can't locate it, the spice is availSEND A GREAT HINT TO:
able online.
Heloise
You can add this spice blend
P.O. Box 795000
to pies, cakes and cookies, or
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
even coffee and French toast. There
Fax: 210-HELOISE
also is a puThpkin-pie spice availEmail: Heloise(at)Heloise.com able, which is the same blend. —
EGG SEPARATOR
Heloise
Dear Heloise: I finally found CUBED POTATOES
a way to separate my egg whites
Dear Heloise: I often read of
from ,the yolks: I just break them people complaining, about cubing
into a small colander! The egg hot potatoes to make potato salad.
whites easily drop out of the colan- I just cube my potatoes first. They
der, leaving the yolks behind. — cook quicker, and then you drain
Sara B., via email
and are ready to make your salad.
After testing this hint in Heloise
— R.W., Bellville, Ohio
Central, it works, but it takes
(c)2013 by King Features Synsome time for the whites to get dicate Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
28
29

31
32

Gil A FFIE

torK.com .1
Alcohol use occurs along a
spectrum. Alcohol dependence is
the most severe type of alcohol
misuse. It is marked by complete loss of control over drinking behavior. You're preoccupied
with drinking and have a strong
desire to drink. You start to tolerate-alcohol; you don't get tipsy
as eaSily. You start to feel a little nervous and shaky several
hours after your last drink, and
you learn that another drink can
quiet the shakes.
Alcohol abuse is a milder
problem. You don't have the
same compulsion or physical need
to drink as thoseAvho are dependent on alcohol. But you do drink
excessively -- and if you keep
drinking excessively, you are very
likely to go on to alcohol dependence.
Even if you aren't suffering
from alcohol dependence or
abuse, your drinking still could
be cause for concern. I've known
people who just "loosen up"
enough that they start to say
things they may mkt mean, and
surely should not say -- to their
spouses, friends, co-workers or
bosses. Their drinking still is
hazardous to their home and
work life, and to family and
friends. It also puts them at risk
for developing more serious problems with alcohol down the road.
The fact that you were concerned enough about your'drinking to ask me about it is a red
flag. Talk to your doctor about
your alcohol use. If you do have
a problem, you can work with
your doctor to determine the
best treatment options for you.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)
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Hints From lioloiso
In 1911,invent Charles F. Kettering demonstrate his electric
automobile starter in Detroit by
starting a Cadillac's thtor with
just the press of a switch, • tead
of hand-cranking.
In 1922, the Supreme Cou
in Leser v. (larnett, unahimously
upheld the 19th Amendment to
the Constitution, which guaranteed the right of women to vote.
In 1939, the Supreme Court,
in National Labor Relations Board
v. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp.,
outlawed sit-down strikes.
In 1943, the U.S. government
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YESTERDAY ON THE 940W
A CALLER ASKED IF I
HAD EVER SERVED
THE MILITARY.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I started drinking more during,the holidays. It seemed natural, as there
were so many parties and happy
hours. But the holidays are long
over, and I haven't cut back.
Could I have a problem?
DEAR READER: You ask
a difficult question. What constitutes
"healthy" versus "harmful"
can
drinki
•••vary quite a
bit from person to person.
So. where is
the
line
between
social drinkDEMMare ing and problem drinking?
By
Does drinkDr. Anthony
ing every day
Komaroff
or drinking a
certain amount indicate a problem?
Here's the bottom line: If your
pattern of drinking creates difficulty for you personally, socially or at work, then your drinking is likely harmful to your
health.
Having said that, I've known
people who drink throughout the
day and have liver and other problems because of it. Yet they
would tell me that drinking wasn't interfering with their family
or work life at all. Maybe that's
the way it _seemed to them, but
their drinkiag was on its way
to making
sufficiently sick
that it later seri usly interfered
with their lives.
If you're not sure if you might
have a drinking problem, answer
a few questions about your drinking habits. Several screening tests
can help determine whether you
might have a drinking problem.
(I've . put two of the tests, the
CAGE questionnaire and the
AUDIT,on my website, AskDoc-
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